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Company News 
AVEVA Marine Technology & Service Centre opens in Busan 
26 July 2007 

AVEVA recently celebrated the opening of the AVEVA Marine Technology & Service Centre (MTSC) 
in Busan, Korea. The opening was attended by guests from Hanjin Heavy Industries & Construction, 
Korea's first shipbuilding company. 

As a global industry, shipbuilding is facing rapid changes. Today, Asia Pacific has become the leading 
region in shipbuilding, with more than 80% of the world's shipbuilding activities carried out in Korea, 
China and Japan. Korea and China now have the ability to design and build more and more complex 
ships, and the total dead weight tonnage (DWT) of Korea, currently the world's largest shipbuilding 
country, accounts for more than 40% of the world's output. 

AVEVA's considerable investment in this area demonstrates the company's commitment to shipbuilding 
in the Asia Pacific region. According to Peter Finch, President, AVEVA Asia Pacific, Busan is the ideal 
place in which to open an MTSC, the city is strategically located for the shipbuilding industry and the 
Mayor of Busan has been instrumental in helping AVEVA to get established in Busan. 

In local terms, it is situated between the primary shipbuilding centres of Ulsan and Koje Island and, 
further afield, between China and Japan. By opening the MTSC, AVEVA has increased its ability to 
understand the latest industry trends and requirements from world-leading organisations such as 
Hyundai, Daewoo, Kawasaki and the China State Shipbuilding Corporation. 

'The combination of Busan's location, the dominance of AVEVA's marine design solutions, the strength 
of shipbuilding in East Asia, and our customers' need to improve throughput and design efficiency 
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facilitated AVEVA's decision to place the MTSC in Busan,' said Peter. 
AVEVA has not only invested in the Centre, but also in R&D to continuously support and provide the 
latest technology and products to meet the needs of the industry.  
Peter added: 'We have a unique track record of protecting our clients' investments. The Service Centre 
brings R&D closer to our customers as we continuously seek and provide new opportunities to support 
their industry.' 
'AVEVA has a long history of working in partnership with it's customers to deliver new technologies to 
the industry and the MTSC will help to bring AVEVA's R&D team closer to the users of our 
applications, and will foster a closer working relationship, enabling even greater levels of cooperation 
and understanding.' 
The MTSC's strategic location in Busan enables it to host and organise events, and to provide training in 
marine-related industries. Key roles include customer support and the development of applications. The 
Centre is also committed to enhancing industry relationships with universities and other academic 
institutions, by providing support to some of their academic programmes.  
Within its customer support role, the MTSC will facilitate product training and support for trainers and 
users. AVEVA staff will also provide project execution and consulting services, project management 
and support in benchmarking and demonstrating products. 
Ok-Jae Huh, General Manager for the Development Department / Shipbuilding Division in Hyundai 
Heavy Industries Co., Ltd commented, 'AVEVA's decision to establish the MTSC further underpins our 
decision to both implement AVEVA Marine as our 3D CAD design tool, and to cooperate on the 
direction of this product. We have been successfully working with AVEVA on joint developments so 
far. Placing the MTSC in Busan will foster a closer working relationship, enabling greater levels of 
quick support and cooperation with regard to meeting industry requirements in the future.' 
The Centre will assist in the development of specifications for identifying requirements and 
classification, and in the development of applications based on specific requirements. The Centre will 
also be involved in supporting and testing for industry validation, and in research into market trends and 
evaluation. 
The MTSC operation is currently headed by SangKyu Park, with his team of technical consultants and 
engineers. SangKyu Park has a strong history and background in marine industry solutions. 
For more information on the AVEVA Marine Technology Support Centre, telephone +82 (0)51 730 
8300 or fax +82 (0)51 730 8390. info.mtsc@aveva.com  

Click here to return to Contents 

CoCreate Exerts Electronics Industry Strength 
24 July 2007 

CoCreate Software, Inc. announced its extensive footprint across the world's largest electronics 
companies based on recently published electronics industry rankings. 

The '2006 Electronic Business 300' recently published by Electronic Business magazine tallied the 
largest electronics companies in the world based upon electronics revenue. CoCreate customers account 
for 4 out of the top 10 electronics companies, including the largest company in the industry. 

mailto:info.mtsc@aveva.com
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Clearly demonstrating CoCreate's leadership within the high-tech electronics and machinery industry, 
CoCreate's customer base includes 40 percent of the top 20 electronics companies and over 25 percent of 
the top 150 companies. 
Companies rely upon the CoCreate OneSpace Suite for its ability to deliver results in a time pressured 
and changing industry like electronics. Particular solution strengths for 3D product development and 
lifecycle management processes include: 
Repurpose designs. CoCreate's Dynamic Modeling based approach empowers companies to radically 
transform existing product designs to satisfy new market requirements with unprecedented speed. This 
can shave weeks to months off of project schedules, and free mechanical engineers from being on the 
critical path of new product development. Some customers have stated that repurposed models account 
for 50 percent of designs used in new products. 
Always open to change. Customers credit the CoCreate OneSpace Suite with enabling them to reliably 
incorporate significant product changes without an impact to manufacturing switchover schedules. This 
helps companies avoid the high costs of idle production lines and extra overhead of inventory carrying 
costs. 
Team Design. CoCreate's Dynamic Modeling based approach allows any engineer to pick up and carry 
a design forward. This eliminates resource dependencies and bottlenecks, and interjects opportunities for 
innovation through shared ownership and collaboration on ideas. 
Industry focused suite. The CoCreate OneSpace Suite offers all the capabilities needed for electronics 
companies to succeed in product development. These capabilities encompass stylized surfacing, cable 
routing, sheet metal design, plastic mold design, FE analysis, PCB data exchange, and parametric 
options. 
"Electronic Business magazine's annual ranking of the top 300 companies is a who's who of the 
CoCreate customer base. It is exciting for us to be able to recognize the success that CoCreate customers 
are having within this industry," said William M. Gascoigne, CoCreate CEO. "We are proud of our 
ability to deliver speed, flexibility and responsiveness to change to our customers' product development 
processes through our 3D product development and PLM software." 
A comprehensive list of customer success stories from leading companies within the electronics industry 
is available on CoCreate's website at: http://www.cocreate.com/customers.cfm  

Click here to return to Contents 

Cogiscan Appoints Marketing Manager 
23 July 2007 

Cogiscan Inc. announced that Jason Broadhurst has joined the company as Marketing Manager, 
effective immediately. He will be based in Cogiscan’s Corporate Headquarters in Bromont, Quebec. 

Broadhurst brings 10 years of Marketing experience to Cogiscan. Prior to joining the company, 
Broadhurst was the Marketing Communications Manager with the Lighting Solutions division at Future 
Electronics, where he was responsible for marketing campaigns for Philips Lumileds’ Luxeon LEDs. He 
had been with Future Electronics for seven years. 

Broadhurst holds a master of sciences degree in Innovation Studies from the University of Huddersfield, 
England. 

http://www.cocreate.com/customers.cfm
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DP Technology Announces New Developments in Japan 
26 July 2007 

DP Technology announced that it has relocated its Japanese office to Shinagawa, Tokyo, and hired a 
new business development director to cultivate business throughout Japan.  
DP Technology’s Japanese office was formerly located in Shibuya-ku, Tokyo, and was recently 
relocated to Shinagawa, Tokyo. The new office location was chosen for convenient access to and from 
partner companies in the machine tool industry, as well as reseller and original equipment manufacturer 
(OEM) customer bases in Japan.  

As it is adjacent to the Shinkansen, or bullet train, as well as other train stations in Shinagawa, the 
location ensures rapid access to major Japanese cities — such as Nagoya, Osaka, Yokohama and others 
— and easy access to anywhere within the Tokyo Metropolitan Area, including two major domestic and 
international airports in Tokyo. 

In an effort to further expand business in Japan, DP Technology recently hired Takafumi Sakamoto, 
director of business development for Japan, who is working to develop business and meet the needs of 
existing and potential customers.  

A graduate of Sophia University (Jochi Daigaku) in Tokyo, Sakamoto san brings to DP Technology an 
extensive background in sales management. He formerly worked as general manager for the Japanese 
subsidiary of Software Imaging, a United Kingdom-based imaging software development company, and 
as a technical sales representative for Graphtec Corporation, a Japanese company that specialized in 
graphics and computer-aided design (CAD) products.  

Sakamoto san’s experience in sales and partnership business in Japan, paired with his command of the 
English language and knowledge of Western cultures, make him an ideal choice for his new position.  

DP Technology’s new Japanese office is located at Level 28, Shinagawa InterCity, Tower A, 2-15-1 
Konan, Minato-ku, Tokyo 108-6028, Japan. The office can be reached by telephone at +81 (0)3 6717 
2896; by fax at +81 (0)3 6717 4545; or by e-mail at esprit@dptechnology.com.  

Click here to return to Contents 

INCAT Ranks 10th on CIMdata List of 2006 Independent Services Leaders 
25 July 2007 

INCAT is now ranked among the top-10 companies in its market space, placing 10th on the list of the 
top 15 2006 collaborative Product Definition management (cPDm) Independent Services Leaders as 
compiled by CIMdata for its 2006 Survey of the PLM Market. CIMdata is a global consulting firm 
recognized as a world-leading source of information and guidance to both industrial organizations and 
suppliers of PLM technologies and services. INCAT also placed among the top PLM Services Revenue 
Leaders for 2006, ranking 11th on that list, in the survey. 
"These ranking are indicative of both the achievements and the potential of INCAT in this market," said 
INCAT CEO Warren Harris. "Our position as one of the top-10 cPDm independent service leaders, 
ranking ahead of such organizations as Capgemini, Geometric Software Solutions and Satyam, is a 

mailto:esprit@dptechnology.com
http://www.incat.com/
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testament to what we have accomplished to date. However, our growth plans through 2010 are designed 
to rank us solidly with the segment leaders within three years." 
The CIMdata rankings are significant to INCAT, Harris noted, because of the process involved in the 
annual survey. "The careful and detailed analysis that resulted in these rankings validates our efforts and 
affirms that our goals are attainable," he said. 
“CIMdata surveys the PLM market annually, most recently reporting growth of 10.4 percent in the PLM 
market for 2006. "Strong market growth continues to be driven by heavy investments from 
manufacturers of all sizes implementing PLM in record numbers," explained CIMdata President Ed 
Miller. "Across a broadening range of industries, some of the world's largest enterprises are improving 
top-line revenue growth and bottom-line performance as they transform their business processes." 

Click here to return to Contents 

OMG Advances Standards at Technical Meeting in Brussels, Belgium 
24 July 2007 

Members of the Object Management Group™ (OMG™) met in Brussels, Belgium, during the week of 
June 25-29, 2007, sponsored by PrismTech, THALES, MEGA, and Interfacing. At this meeting, the 
OMG Board of Directors voted to adopt five new standards. This meeting was co-located with the 
inaugural European meeting of the SOA Consortium.  

During the meeting week, the Board of Directors voted to adopt five specifications:  

Business Process Definition Metamodel (BPDM)  
This metamodel defines an abstract language for specification of executable business processes that 
execute within an enterprise (with or without human involvement).  

Combat Management Systems (CMS) Application Management  
This proposal specifies a standard for Application Management and System Monitoring in CMS 
systems, consisting of a service part and a data model part.  

Enhanced View of Time  
This is a revised and upgraded version of the Enhanced View of Time specification.  

Model-Level Test and Debug  
This proposal defines a Test Instrumentation Interface that allows testing and debugging of PIMs, PSMs, 
and their resulting implementations at the model level.  

Product Lifecycle Management Services 2.0  
This revision comprises two extensions to the existing standard: the Computational PIM and PSM for 
cross company communication of an engineering change request (ECR) and the Informational PIM to 
support the scope defined by industry standards.  

Additional Specifications Moving Toward Adoption  
In addition to the five specifications mentioned, the following specifications are undergoing the final 
series of votes before being recommended to the OMG Board of Directors for adoption.  

Business Process Maturity Model (BPMM)  

http://www.cimdata.com/press/PR07-0403.htm
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A BPMM describes an evolutionary improvement path that guides organizations in moving from 
immature, inconsistent processes to mature, disciplined processes.  

Lightweight Load Balancing Service  
A Load Balancing Service is a CORBA® service that distributes incoming requests across a set of 
server replicas.  

UML® Profile for DoDAF and MODAF (UPDM)  
This proposed specification defines a UML Profile for the Department of Defense Architecture 
Framework (DoDAF) and the Ministry of Defence Architecture Framework (MODAF).  

UML Profile for Modeling and Analysis of Realtime and Embedded Systems (MARTE)  
This proposed specification defines a UML profile that adds capabilities for modeling Real Time and 
Embedded Systems (RTES), and for analyzing schedulability and performance properties of UML 
specifications.  

Get Involved: Processes Open for Participation  
OMG is an open-membership organization and welcomes any organization, government agency, or 
university to join and contribute to our specifications. The following are currently open to participation.  

BPMN 2.0 RFP  
This RFP is intended to reconcile the Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) and the Business 
Process Definition Metamodel (BPDM) to specify a single language with metamodel, graphical notation 
and interchange format.  

Property and Casualty Information Model RFP  
This RFP is soliciting proposals for “Information Models” to address the data management needs of the 
P&C Insurance Community.  

Robotics Localization Service RFP  
This RFP solicits proposals to specify common interfaces for Localization Service to transfer data and 
commands, and a set of common information to represent location.  

TACSIT (TACtical SITuation) Controller Interface for CMS Systems RFP  
This RFP is soliciting a standard for TACSIT Controller Interface in Combat Management Systems 
(CMS), consisting of a standard set of technical services and software interfaces to interact with 
TACSIT display systems.  

General Inter-Orb Protocol (GIOP) Compression RFP  
This RFP solicits proposals for an extension to the OMG GIOP protocol to provide further optimization 
to on-the-wire compression.  

Skills Management RFI  
This RFI seeks industry guidance in focusing the scope of specifications in human resources 
management information system, staffing service, replacement service, learning, education and training, 
talent management, management consulting, business process mapping, and business intelligence.  
Non-members may download any RFP, RFC or RFI from http://www.omg.org/public_schedule For 

http://www.omg.org/public_schedule
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some processes, member votes have extended the Letter of Intent (LOI) dates beyond the deadline stated 
in the RFP. For more information on any RFP, send an email to info@omg.org.  

Next Meeting; Links to Additional Information  
OMG members will meet next in Jacksonville, Florida, USA during the week of September 24-28, 2007. 
Members and non-members are invited to attend the three Seminars, OMG Tutorials and co-located 
meeting with the SOA Consortium (http://www.soa-consortium.org) that will be held during the meeting 
week.  
Seminars introduce OMG processes and standards activities. Topics in Jacksonville, Florida will include 
Insurance Information Days: Business Agility in Insurance; Precise Behavioral Semantics for Domain 
Specific Modeling Languages; and Services in Transportation. Visit 
http://www.omg.org/news/meetings/tc/special_events.htm for details.  
Interested non-members may attend OMG Technical Meetings as observers; for an invitation see 
http://www.omg.org/tcguest. Members may register for the meeting at http://www.omg.org/registration. 
All OMG specifications may be downloaded free of charge from http://www.omg.org/specifications.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Oracle Launches R&D Network for Asia Pacific & Japan 
24 July 2007 

Oracle announced that it has formed a single research and development (R&D) network by linking its 19 
development and solution centers in Asia Pacific and Japan to build, test, and showcase leading-edge 
technology innovations across the region. To date, Oracle has six Oracle Asia Research and 
Development Centers (OARDC) in Beijing (China), Gurgaon (India), Seoul (Korea), Shenzhen (China), 
Singapore, and Tokyo (Japan), and 13 solution centers placed strategically across the Asia Pacific 
region. These centers focus on developing cutting-edge solutions for the local markets in addition to 
contributing to global product development. 

"This new collaboration will significantly enhance our Asia Pacific innovation development process and 
ultimately benefit our customers and partners in this region," said Kevin Walsh, chief technology 
officer, Oracle Asia Pacific & Japan. "With all sides of the globe participating and contributing to 
technology solutions, our customers will gain access to some of the most cutting-edge IT projects in the 
world. Customers and partners will also be able to collaborate with Oracle's vast R&D network to apply 
new thinking in the way software can be used to stimulate global growth and innovation in any industry 
or country." 

The OARDCs engage in research, requirements analysis, prototyping and architecture design with the 
ultimate aim of solving a specific problem through the delivery of a product. Products can be new 
features or enhancements on existing products or entirely new products, which are sold either globally or 
regionally. The OARDCs focus on four main areas: product development, solution development, 
strategic projects, and partner enablement: 

Product Development -- feature developments on new and existing products, requirements analysis, 
deliverables (software and documentation), product testing and product lifecycle management. 

Solution Development -- emerging technology product research, existing product feature enhancement 
and new product development activities, bringing local or industry-specific solutions to market. 

mailto:info@omg.org
http://www.soa-consortium.org/
http://www.omg.org/news/meetings/tc/special_events.htm for details
http://www.omg.org/tcguest
http://www.omg.org/registration
http://www.omg.org/specifications
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Strategic Projects -- direct customer engagement to support complex or challenging implementations of 
existing products, or to define new solutions/products and showcase the initial deployments. The scope 
of these efforts is usually at a national or municipal level. 
Partner Enablement -- joint projects with strategic hardware and software partners to bring new 
solutions to market. 
Oracle's solution centers operate as Centers of Expertise, Centers of Excellence, Competency Centers, or 
Partner Solution Centers and are strategically placed across the region to both represent local 
requirements and showcase innovative solutions from the OARDCs to the markets they are based in. 
The focus of the solutions centers vary in terms of industry and market focus, with many dedicated to 
country-specific projects of national importance. 
Oracle engineers use remote collaboration technology and methodologies to enable joint software 
development between the centers. Customers are invited to visit the nearest development or solution 
center to see demonstrations of the newest innovations across the regional R&D network. 
The Asia Pacific & Japan R&D network is also linked into the global Oracle Development Centers 
worldwide. Oracle recently reported an investment of US$ 2.2 billion on global research and 
development during its full fiscal year 2007, a 17% increase from the previous year in fiscal 2006. 

10 Years of Global Innovation in Asia Pacific & Japan 
Oracle has steadily built its R&D capabilities in the region over the last 10 years, starting with its 
inaugural offshore global development center in Bangalore in 1994 -- also notable for being only the 
second offshore development center in India at that time. 
Oracle now has two global development centers in India -- Bangalore and Hyderabad -- that focus on 
developing Oracle products for the global market and together constitute the company's largest 
development base outside the United States. The OARDC India at Gurgaon, in contrast, will focus on 
developing innovations to address specific customer requirements in India. 
The centre will also work with Oracle's Gurgaon-based Partner Solution Centre, working with strategic 
partners on joint innovations to the India marketplace. 
The opening of the OARDCs in Beijing and Shenzhen in 2002 and 2003, respectively, marked the 
beginning of the company's commitment to developing local solutions in Asia Pacific. 
"Our centers in China began as a way to help address local solution gaps in the China market. Since 
then, our development expertise has risen tremendously and the China centers are involved in both local 
and global development projects. China in many ways serves as the hub of our R&D network in the Asia 
Pacific region," Walsh said. 
Solutions currently under development at the OARDCs include: 

Embedded Technology -- Research into embedded technologies and industries will develop innovative 
products, including telecommunications, home appliances, and mobile devices. Products within the 
Oracle's embedded research include the Oracle TimesTen in- memory database, Berkeley DB, Oracle 
Database Lite, and Oracle 10g RAC. 
Ubiquitous Computing -- RFID research will develop a framework that can manage and control 
massive numbers and types of Sensor Edge Servers and attached devices. The framework can gather 
device data, generate strategic business data, and dispatch data to different applications via protocols 
like HTTP and Web Services. 
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Social Networking -- Collaboration platform development will increase communication efficiency and 
security among enterprise users. This technology provides a secure, state-of-the-art blogging platform 
for Enterprise users to exchange their thoughts and information through an open environment. The 
platform brings benefits to enterprises that want to increase the efficiency of knowledge management, 
communication and productivity within different organizations as well as with customers. 
Spatial Imaging -- The Oracle Spatial Framework (OSF) manages complicated structures of map data 
and security access of various applications users. This system provides a fully equipped environment for 
GIS/LBS applications to run on. 
Virtualization -- Research into virtualization aims to develop a platform to leverage the benefits of a 
virtual machine both on VMware and Xen. 

Solution Centers Bring Innovations to Market 
Oracle's 13 solution centers focus on special markets or industries ranging from e-Government to 
Financial Services. They include: 
Oracle-HP E-Governance Center of Excellence in India: In July 2003, Oracle and HP established the 
Oracle-HP e-Governance Center of Excellence in Gurgaon, which works closely with state and central 
government bodies to understand the requirements of e-Governance in India, and tailor technology 
solutions to enhance citizen services. This Linux-based center helps governments identify appropriate 
strategies, methodologies and solutions required for deployment of e-governance at a low, total cost of 
ownership. 
Partner Solution Center in Shenzhen, China: Established in 2004 as the Shenzhen Software Park 
Oracle Competency Center (SSPOCC), the Shenzhen Partner Solution Center provides ISVs with free 
porting, testing and migration services -- conducted in a secure environment -- to migrate confidently 
from other third-party vendor solutions to Oracle technology solutions, including Oracle Database and 
Oracle Fusion Middleware. This center has helped more than 100 ISVs across 16 cities in China either 
migrate to Oracle from the competition or adopt Oracle Database or Oracle Fusion Middleware for the 
first time. 
E-government Cooperation with Beijing University E-government Institute in Beijing, China: In 
January 2005, Oracle and Beijing University (commonly known as Peking University) launched a joint 
e-Government COE in Beijing to create content and methodologies that are practical and meaningful to 
the development of e-government in China. Oracle continues to work with this prestigious institution to 
demonstrate Oracle's thought and technology leadership in the rapidly expanding e-government space. 
Through the joint effort of Oracle China and the university's E-government Institute, e-government 
solutions and best practices have been successfully introduced to a number of central and local 
government agencies in China. 
Financial Services Industry Center of Expertise in Chengdu, China: In January 2005, Oracle and the 
Southwestern University of Finance& Economics (SWUFE) launched a COE for the Financial Services 
Industry to carry out research projects, develop solutions for China's financial sector, with a focus on 
China's Western regions. 
Partner Solution Center in Singapore: In February 2005, Oracle launched the Linux Enterprise 
Application Porting (LEAP) Center to help Independent Software Vendors (ISVs) migrate to Linux 
platforms. This center's role has been expanded to include services to help ISV's exploit Oracle's 
extensive open source portfolio including Oracle Berkeley DB, PHP, Ruby On Rails and Xen 
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Virtualization technology. This COE provides a host of services, including an enterprise Linux and 
Open Source software development test-bed, Enterprise Linux migration services, and an architecture 
validation and tuning lab. To date, the LEAP COE has successfully migrated 68 ISVs across the 
ASEAN region 
Enterprise-G Center of Expertise in Singapore: In May 2005, Oracle and the Infocomm Development 
Authority of Singapore launched the Enterprise-G COE to help organizations explore the benefits of 
enterprise grid technology in achieving cost reduction, productivity gains and revenue growth. This 
COE has piloted multiple grid projects and has developed and deployed a grid project for the Singapore 
Land Authority. 
Philippines e-Governance Center of Expertise: In May 2005, Oracle and the Government of the 
Philippines launched the Philippines e-Governance COE to support initiatives around the use of 
information technology to improve quality of life for citizens. This COE provides the infrastructure for 
government organizations to prototype various projects of national importance. 
Sri Lanka e-Government Center of Expertise: In June 2005, Oracle launched the Sri Lanka e-
Government COE in partnership with government and private-sector partners, including the President's 
Office, ICT Agency, Sri Lanka Institute of Development Administration (SLIDA), Millennium IT, and 
PC House. This COE focuses on technology innovation in support of the e-Sri Lanka initiative, which 
explores ways ICT can foster social integration, peace, growth and poverty reduction. To date, this COE 
has built more than six prototypes and pilots under the e-Sri Lanka initiative. 
Malaysia e-Governance Center of Expertise: In August 2005, Oracle launched this e-Governance 
COE to support the initiatives of the Government of Malaysia in adopting information technology in 
governance and society. Projects developed at this COE include the use of RFID and sensor-based 
technology for e-government, on-demand grid computing for bioinformatics researchers, and a Quality 
Assurance Framework for e- Governance. 
Neusoft-Oracle Center of Expertise in China: Working closely with Neusoft, one of China's leading 
System Integration and Services firms, Oracle has completed Oracle Lite integration with automobile 
navigation system, NEUSA for Oracle (Neusoft Solution Architecture) integration with Oracle 10g 
RAC. Work is currently underway to explore explore innovative uses of Oracle and Neusoft technology 
in Chinese Domestic markets as well as embedding in other Neusoft products intended for international 
markets such as Japan. 
Oracle Carrier Grade Framework (CGF) Competency Center based in Shenzhen, China: By 
developing the Carrier Grade Framework, the OARDC drives the adoption of standards-based 
technology in communications networks worldwide, enabling Communications Service Providers 
(CSPs) and Network Equipment Manufacturers (NEMs) to more effectively meet customer demands and 
speed time to market for innovative services. The CGF is a standards-based data management 
architecture that combines Oracle® Database 10g, Oracle Fusion Middleware and Oracle TimesTen In-
Memory Database, on AdvancedTCA (ATCA)-compliant Intel® servers. ATCA is an industry standard 
that provides a scalable, reliable platform architecture for carrier-grade (99.999% availability) 
communications applications. 
DELL|Oracle Competency Centre in Islamabad, Pakistan: In June 2006, DELL and Oracle launched 
the DELL|Oracle Competency Centre in Islamabad to provide a platform for showcasing multiple IT 
solutions for Pakistani companies in diverse industries, including financial services, telecommunication, 
government and manufacturing. The centre's ultimate objective is to provide research, simulation and 
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concept- proofing needs to the growing business community in Pakistan. 
Oracle Retail Center of Expertise in Bangalore, India: In November 2006, Oracle established the 
Oracle Retail Center of Excellence in order to deliver business value to leading retailers seeking to 
improve profitability. Located in Bangalore with nearly 200 retail experts, the Oracle Retail Center of 
Excellence is a platform for the world's largest, most successful retail organizations to exchange ideas, 
develop concepts and showcase scalable, best-of-breed retail solutions. This center has global expertise 
in retail disciplines including merchandising, planning, optimization, analytics, store operations, supply 
chain and enterprise application integration. 

Click here to return to Contents 

SolidProfessor Releases SolidWorks Routing Training 
25 July 2007 

SolidProfessor, a SolidWorks Solution Partner, announced the release of its self-paced multimedia-
training course for SolidWorks Routing. This addition to SolidProfessors` training library addresses the 
growing need by designers to take full advantage of routing capabilities included in the SolidWorks 
Office Premium.  

This course teaches users how to create routed systems in SolidWorks, such as electrical, cable, conduit, 
tube and pipe routes. The course walks users through all of the functions and options for each type of 
route, as well as how to create 2D drawings for manufacturing with all of the information necessary to 
accurately document their routes such as Bills of Materials, Wiring Summaries, and Harness reports. 
This course also shows users how to create their own routing components to be used in any of their 
routes in the future. SolidWorks Routing makes what used to be a painstaking part of a design very 
quick and easy.  

SolidWorks Routing training was authored and produced by Certified SolidWorks Professionals and 
Certified SolidWorks Trainers. Jason Wright, Product Manager for SolidProfessor remarks, "We 
consulted with the product group at SolidWorks as well as Value Added Reseller partners so that we 
could create the most accurate and relevant self-paced Routing training on the market. We're very 
excited to be able to offer this course as part of our growing library of professional SolidWorks training. 
Just like with all of our training content, we go beyond simple procedural instruction found in basic 
tutorials. We focus on creating instruction that will deliver the return on investment our customers have 
come to expect from us."  

"We're excited to have this new SolidProfessor course available as a perfect complement to our 
SolidWorks Routing classes. SolidProfessor courses provide the quality, on-target training our users 
receive from our own training classes all within our custom training and support portal in the 
SolidWorks Task Pane." Rich Werneth, President CATI.  

SolidWorks Routing training is available direct from SolidProfessor or through SolidWorks resellers at a 
single user price of $299 with volume discounts for multi-user implementations. SolidWorks Routing 
training from SolidProfessor is the most effective and least expensive way to deliver standardized 
training across a global enterprise.  

Click here to return to Contents 
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Events News 
Cimatron to Exhibit New CAM and 5-Axis Capabilities at EMO 
26 July 2007 

Advanced CAM capabilities recently released by Cimatron will be demonstrated at the EMO tradeshow 
in Hanover, Germany, 17-22 of September 2007. 

Cimatron's advanced CAM capabilities enable toolmakers and manufacturers to achieve top-quality 
surfaces using a rich set of 2.5-5-Axis roughing, finishing, and drilling strategies. Cimatron CAM 
solutions are tightly integrated with the design applications as part of the CimatronE CAD/CAM suite, 
enabling toolmakers and manufacturers to streamline design and manufacturing cycles. 
New capabilities in the recently released version 8 of CimatronE include NC-Preview, Automated Drill, 
and advanced 5-axis machining options. 

5-Axis Machining 
CimatronE version 8 features new enhancements to the 5-Axis Production application, delivering higher 
performance and better user control. Exact simulation of tool path and machine kinematics ensures the 
most reliable results. 
Cimatron 5-Axis Production provides the programmer with complete control to influence any aspect of 
the toolpath, enabling even the most complex parts to be machined safely and effectively. Integrated 
CAD capabilities for surfacing are built into the application, facilitating on-the-fly design changes for 
concurrent engineering and efficient change management. 
"Using Cimatron's 5-Axis Production has helped us successfully launch a new product. Things are going 
so well we are looking at buying another 5-Axis machine to help us fill the high demand" says Steve 
Hamrick, of Regal Prototypes Inc, USA. 
Cimatron's 5-Axis solution also includes a set of applications to support streamlined common 5-Axis 
machining tasks such as impellers, turbine blades, electrodes, and engraving. To smooth the integration 
of the application into the 5-Axis manufacturing environment, Cimatron provides an extensive selection 
of post-processors for most machines and controllers in the market. 

NC-Preview 
Cimatron's NC-Preview provides decision-support capabilities that dramatically shorten the NC 
programming cycle. In a matter of seconds and before the actual toolpath is calculated, NC-Preview 
provides a visual presentation of the approximated outcome of the toolpath. With clear understanding of 
remaining stock, extra material, and the tool length required, programmers are able to optimize 
machining strategies and eliminate any potential errors early in the process. 

Automated Drill 
Cimatron's new Automated Drill delivers adaptive, accurate, and easy-to-use drilling functionality for 
applications ranging from plate machining to 5-axis production and gun drilling. It automatically detects 
both geometric and non-geometric hole properties, tracks remaining stock, and assigns the appropriate 
drilling sequence. Automated Drill allows users to define new drilling sequences on-the-fly and save 
these sequences for future use. Hundreds of holes can be recognized in seconds, reducing drill 
programming time by up to 90%. 

http://www.cimatron.com/
http://www.emo-hannover.de/homepage_e
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Micro-Milling 

Cimatron is the first CAD/CAM software to support micro-milling. Cimatron's unique algorithm and 
corresponding set of NC tools enable effective scaling of jobs to the micro environment, while 
continuing to ensure the superior accuracy and surface quality. 
With built-in strategies for high-speed cutting and other machining functions optimized for micro-milled 
surfaces, Cimatron NC enables manufacturers and tool makers to achieve superb surface quality with 
tolerance as tight as 0.0001mm and using cutting tools with diameters down to 0.1mm. 
"We have been serving tool makers and manufacturers for more than two decades," said Danny Haran, 
Cimatron's President and Chief Executive Officer. "The growing demands for accuracy, cost control, 
and speed of delivery present manufacturers with new challenges. We continue to provide advanced 
technologies and solutions that enable manufacturers and tool makers to adopt new strategies and step 
up to these challenges." 
The 2007 EMO trade fair will take place in Hanover, Germany, The latest products and services for the 
metalworking industry will be on display, with special emphases on cutting, splitting, milling and metal 
forming machine tools, manufacturing systems, precision tools, automation components, computer 
technology, industrial electronics and accessories. More details can be found at http://www.emo-
hannover.de/homepage_e. 
Visit Cimatron at EMO, September 17-22, 2007 

Hall 6, stand K18 

Click here to return to Contents 

Engineer for America’s Cup Winner Alinghi Tells What It Takes to Design a Champion Racing 
Yacht in SolidWorks Podcast 
24 July 2007 

WHO: Alinghi Design Engineer Aaron Perry  

WHAT: Perry sheds light on the challenges of designing a super-fast yacht that pushes the limits of 
weight, performance, hydro- and aerodynamics. From the 20-ton lead keel fin bulb to the winches on 
deck, everything must meet precise standards. He talks about how SolidWorks software played a crucial 
role in designing the boat that won the 32nd America’s Cup off the coast of Spain on July 3, 2007, 
defending Alinghi’s 2003 win.  

DETAILS: Perry’s discussion is part of a multimedia podcast that includes images of the yacht under 
sail and in the design process.  

WHEN: The podcast is immediately available.  

WHERE: Visit the SolidWorks Web site at: http://www.solidworks.com/pages/news/MediaPcasts.html.  

Click here to return to Contents 
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Industry Thought Leaders to Share Strategies and Techniques on Gaining Competitive Advantage 
Through Engineering Productivity at MSC.Software's Worldwide Virtual Product Development 
Conferences 
24 July 2007 

MSC.Software, announced its 2007 Worldwide Virtual Product Development Conferences (VPD). The 
VPD conferences provide the opportunity for the global engineering community to learn from thought 
leaders in aerospace, automotive and manufacturing -- and from the success of their peers. This year's 
conferences will take place on October 11-12, 2007 at the Marriott Renaissance Center in Detroit, 
Michigan, October 17-18 at The Radisson SAS Hotel International Conference Center in Frankfurt, 
Germany, October 23-24 at the Century Hyatt in Tokyo, Japan, October 25-26 at COEX in Seoul, Korea 
and October 30-31 at Beijing Eastern Garden in Beijing, China. Attendees will include engineers and 
senior executives from industries including automotive, aerospace, bio-medical, civil engineering, 
defense, and general machinery. 

This year's VPD conferences, themed "gaining competitive advantage through engineering 
productivity," are designed to help companies maximize their return on simulation investments, ensure 
right-to-market and minimize time-to-market for products in highly competitive global environments. 
The conferences will celebrate the best in process management, industrial applications and design 
innovation. 

"MSC.Software's driving mission is to help businesses improve their product development process," said 
Stephen Bodnar, vice president of marketing and product management for MSC.Software. "These 
conferences are dedicated to providing attendees with the latest information on strategies and 
technologies that they can immediately use to enhance concept development, design, simulation, testing, 
manufacturing, and business performance." 

For more information on VPD Americas 2007, or to register for the event, visit 
http://www.mscsoftware.com/events/vpd2007/.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Lectra at ITMA and Première Vision 
23 July 2007 

Lectra will be at ITMA (Hall A2 / 105-202) in Munich, Germany from September 13-20, 2007 and 
Première Vision (Hall 5, Stand 5A4) in Paris from September 18-21. At both these tradeshows, Lectra 
will officially launch Kaledo, its new design solution devoted to fashion designers. The tradeshows will 
also be an opportunity to discover or re-discover Lectra Fashion PLM, Lectra’s production lifecycle 
management offer and Modaris 3D Fit, the virtual prototyping solution in 3D. 
A unique, end-to-end offer devoted to fashion 

In early 2007, Lectra showcased its new end-to-end technological offer dedicated to the fashion 
industry, covering every step from design to point-of-sale. Together, Lectra’s solutions speed up the 
product development cycle by capitalizing, among other things, on faster, more efficient communication 
between all the actors in the production chain, particularly between fashion designers and textile 
manufacturers. By relying on flawless communication and good process control, fashion players can 
shorten their time-to-market and gain in competitivity. 

http://www.mscsoftware.com/events/vpd2007/
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Kaledo revolutionizes design 

In a context of constant collection renewal, Kaledo allows companies to speed up the design process to 
launch product lines that keep pace with trends and consumer expectations. It also improves 
communication flow between designers and their contacts, both in-house and out. Thanks to the Kaledo 
Collection application for designing collections as well as the Kaledo Print, Kaledo Knit and Kaledo 
Weave textile applications, textile designers can present, test, change and develop many more styles and 
from there create a wide variety of colors and sizes. Communication throughout the design network is 
simpler and faster: realistic simulations allow everyone involved to grasp creative concepts more easily, 
and go on to make the right decisions. Technical information is integrated right from the start of textile 
design, enabling reliable data transfer to and from manufacturers. Different collection themes can be 
rapidly developed in Kaledo Collection by associating styles with fabrics created in the textile 
applications. Kaledo Collection guarantees designers substantial time savings thanks to the automation 
of many tasks. It allows them to structure their collections and share their data in real-time with the 
teams involved in the development. In that way, collections may be fine-tuned and launched much 
faster.  
Lectra Fashion PLM: a great leap forward 

Lectra Fashion PLM offers a virtual collaborative environment that supports iterative processes for 
design, development (specifications, sourcing and pattern-making) and collection marketing up to the 
point of sale. 
Lectra Fashion PLM ensures, among other aspects, effective teamwork for all the processes linked to 
sourcing fashion products and their associated fabrics: quick, accurate management and synchronization 
of multiple calls for tender; prototype reviews; highly-realistic costing simulations. By providing fashion 
players with the possibility of integrating product design and collection management processes, Lectra 
Fashion PLM meets the two-fold demand for innovative products and cost effectiveness.  
Modaris 3D Fit: the most powerful virtual prototyping solution in the apparel industry Modaris 3D Fit 
represents major progress in CAD technology. Thanks to the realistic visualization and simulation of 
garment models in 3D, in a wide range of colors and fabrics, Modaris 3D Fit enables fit control, style 
validation and collection review. This innovative solution also makes it possible to reduce the number of 
physical prototypes required and facilitate communication in-house as well as between contractors and 
sub-contractors.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Lectra to Showcase its 2007 Technological Innovations at SAMAB 
26 July 2007 

Lectra will showcase its whole range of solutions and services especially designed to allow fashion 
players to shorten their time to market and gain in competitivity, at its 840m²-stand (PAD. 10/1 – Stand 
A57-C58) during SAMAB to be held from September 11–13th in Milan, Italy.  

In particular, Lectra will present its PLM offering, Lectra Fashion PLM, its new Kaledo design offer, 
created especially for designers, its 3D virtual prototyping solution, Modaris 3D Fit, and its new range 
of cutters, VectorFashion.  

Events every day  

http://www.lectra.com/
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Four times a day, at the Lectra stand, visitors will be able to attend a 15-minute show illustrating a 
collection, from its conception to sale. Shows will take place at 10 am, 12 noon, 2:30 pm and 4:30 pm.  
Shows will also be offered at regular intervals on the following 4 themes: collection lifecycle 
management, collection design, product development, and expert software.  
Lectra Fashion PLM is a leading PLM solution devoted to fashion, offering a virtual collaborative 
environment that supports iterative processes for design, development (specifications, sourcing and 
pattern-making) and collection marketing up to the point of sale.  
The integration of business applications as well as collection and process management software enables 
action to be taken in key areas leading to improved performance for fashion companies: capacity for 
innovation, brand identity, frequency and time to market, quality assurance, control of development 
costs for products and materials, management and synchronization of multiple processes, and decision-
making about collection content.  
In this way, Lectra Fashion PLM meets the two-fold demand for innovative products and profitability.  

Official launch of Kaledo  
With an ever-increasing number of collections, Kaledo ensures significantly faster product development 
cycles.  
The new Kaledo range, which covers all the requirements for designing collections, prints, knits and 
yarn-dyed woven fabrics, offers style and textile designers an intuitive working environment, loyal to 
their trade. This innovative solution improves communication between the design teams and their 
network whether in-house or out, guaranteeing the quick development of products in harmony with the 
original concept.  
With Kaledo Collection, this offer’s cornerstone, designers have a unique tool enabling them to design 
and modify their collections fast; all the models, styles, components and materials are actually saved and 
each modification made to a style, color or fabric is automatically made in all the documents.  

Modaris 3D Fit: a powerful 3D virtual prototyping solution 
By combining fabric data (thanks to a library of 120 fabrics, each with its mechanical characteristics), 
2D patterns, and 3D virtual mannequins (standard and configurable), Modaris 3D Fit enables realistic 
simulation and visualization of the garment models in 3D, with a variety of different fabrics, motifs and 
color ranges. It ensures control of garment fit (ease, grain, sewing lines, control of proportions…), style 
and collection validation.  
This innovative solution reduces the number of physical prototypes required. It facilitates teamwork 
between designers, pattern-makers, product developers and marketing teams as well as exchanges 
between prime contractors and sub-contractors. 

Vector: power and intelligence in action  
Manufacturers today face productivity and flexibility challenges. In addition to increasingly diversified 
orders with shorter and shorter delivery times, there is a need to control costs and offer perfect quality. 
By offering a technological response adapted to clothing manufacturers’ needs for expansion, Lectra has 
demonstrated its added value and ensured a fast return on investment.  
To enhance production capacity, the new generation of VectorFashion has a powerful motor that allows 
for cutting of more garments and faster, thus increasing productivity by up to 15%. It guarantees an 

http://www.lectra.com/
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ultra-precise cut, even with edges at a tangent, to optimize marker making and save up to 5% of fabric 
per year. Manufacturers can fill up to 50% more orders, thanks to a reliable solution with integrated 
preventive maintenance.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Successful Shipbuilding Forum Held by PROSTEP 
June 2007 

Darmstadt-headquartered PROSTEP AG is continuing its move into new branches of industry which 
have similarly complex PLM requirements to those of the automotive and aerospace industries. In May, 
the company held the Shipbuilding Forum 2007 in Bremerhaven – a unique event of its kind for the 
shipbuilding industry. Over 50 participants from Germany and neighboring countries met at the German 
Maritime Museum to gather information about new solutions for IT-based ship development and discuss 
the requirements of the shipbuilding industry with regard to product lifecycle management (PLM). 

“Ships are extremely complex products with a large number of different companies involved in their 
development and manufacture, and the work performed by these companies must be harmonized on a 
continual basis. The ships’ future owners and operators must also be involved in this harmonization 
process so that their requirements can be accommodated as early as possible”, explained Joachim Christ, 
marketing director at PROSTEP AG. “With the shipbuilding forum, PROSTEP has create a platform for 
communication and the exchange of information regarding the use of IT in ship development that was 
well received by the shipbuilding industry.” 

The feedback PROSTEP received from those attending the forum was extremely positive. The topics 
addressed at this year’s event included how ship development and manufacturing could be more closely 
coupled. The prerequisite for this is better process and data integration with regard to the design systems 
used in shipbuilding with the aim of achieving a higher degree of validation in the digital phase of ship 
development. However, the extremely heterogeneous CAD and PDM environment in which this 
development takes place makes this difficult. Thanks to its many years of experience in the field of data 
and process integration in supplier chains with the heterogeneous system environments typical for the 
automotive and aerospace industries, PROSTEP AG is able to provide optimum support for this 
integration task to companies in the shipbuilding industry. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Financial News 
Apache Hits Eighteenth Consecutive Quarter of Record Sales; Company Achieves 50% Growth from 
the Same Quarter of Previous Year 
24 July 2007 

Apache Design Solutions announced that the company has achieved its 18th consecutive quarter of 
record sales with over 15% growth from the previous quarter and 50% growth from Q2 of the previous 
year, while continuing profitability. In addition, Apache opened two new R&D centers in Hsin-chu, 
Taiwan and Shanghai, China. These development centers are in addition to the existing R&D centers in 
Chengdu, China and Bangalore, India.  
Recognizing power as a system-wide challenge, not just an IC related issue, Apache recently introduced 

http://www.apache-da.com/
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Sentinel; a combined chip-package power and I/O integrity solution. Sentinel for Chip Power Model 
(CPM) and I/O-SSO are being used by early adopters to solve their IC-Package co-design needs.  
“We are scaling our business and technology to address the critical 45 / 32 nm silicon integrity 
challenges for digital SoC, memory, and mixed-signal designs,” said Andrew Yang, CEO of Apache. 
“The global expansion strategy is a critical part of our business execution and delivery of key 
technologies.”  

About Sentinel  
Sentinel is the industry’s first combined chip-package-board power and I/O integrity solution. It 
combines chip’s core switching power delivery network, I/O sub-system, and package / PCB models in 
a single environment for accurate IC-Package co-design from early prototyping to signoff. Sentinel 
includes compact, Spice-compatible chip power model (CPM) including LC resonance along with high 
capacity I/O-SSO (SSO) solutions for optimal pad/package selection and electro-magnetic interference 
(EMI) for EMI noise source modeling.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Avatech Solutions Announces Operational Restructuring and Cost Reduction Program Supporting 
Updated Strategic Plan 
25 July 2007 

Avatech Solutions, Inc. has implemented an operational restructuring and cost reduction program that is 
expected to save the company in excess of $2.5 million annually. The program supports Avatech’s fiscal 
plan to achieve consistent profitability and enhanced shareholder value.  

Once fully implemented, Avatech’s cost reduction actions are projected to reduce ongoing operating 
expenses, as a percentage of sales, by approximately seven percentage points. Savings from the full 
program – which reduced overhead, elevated critical sales and services functions, and streamlined 
information flow and accountability – began in the second half of fiscal 2007 and will be fully realized 
beginning in the quarter that began on July 1, 2007.  

President and Chief Executive Officer George Davis commented, “Over the past several years, 
Avatech’s primary goal has been to aggressively grow our core business and become one of the largest 
solutions providers of Autodesk products in the U.S. The Company accomplished these important 
objectives through a combination of organic growth and strategic acquisitions.  

“More recently, we have focused our attention on streamlining our organization and strengthening fiscal 
accountability at all levels. During the second half of fiscal 2007, we significantly reduced our work 
force through the elimination of 20 positions, including four senior managers. In addition, we have taken 
many other steps, including administrative and organizational changes, to contain costs and improve 
efficiency.  

“We expect our actions to have a positive impact on Avatech’s future financial results. However, due in 
part to the disruptions caused by the restructuring and cost reduction program, we now expect fiscal 
2007 revenues to be between $50 - $51 million rather than $51 - $55 million, as previously estimated. In 
addition, due to severance charges of approximately $500,000 and previously disclosed changes in 
Autodesk’s incentive program, we now expect an operating loss in the fourth quarter of 2007. As we 
return to normalized margins, we do not expect these losses to continue into fiscal 2008.”  

http://www.avatech.com/
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Mr. Davis added, “Our organizational changes have focused on improving accountability, 
communications and productivity. We have eliminated several layers of executive management and 
streamlined the organization by elevating Sales and Engineering Services leadership positions, which 
now will report directly to me. Along with my senior management team, including CFO Larry Rychlak, 
Senior Vice President, Sales Bruce White and Senior Vice President, Services Bill Zavadil, I am 
confident that this organizational structure will allow us to better focus on sales performance, 
engineering productivity and operational efficiencies – all crucial to improving bottom-line results.  
“In addition to dramatically reducing costs, we have been working to improve our performance under 
Autodesk’s new incentive program. As a result of the steps we are taking to enhance the training of our 
sales force, our marketing strategies, and our sales and services incentive structures, we expect our 
margins to improve significantly over those realized in the most recently reported quarters.  
“Our updated business strategy is built on three core principles designed to leverage Avatech’s existing 
strengths and to improve profits and shareholder value as rapidly as possible:  

• Maintain and profitably grow our strong position in the Autodesk value-added reseller economy.  

• Grow our engineering consultancy and services business by leveraging our core value as a 
proven, trusted technical advisor in the design engineering community.  

• Acquire and integrate diverse, yet complementary service businesses to extend our product 
offerings.  

“The market’s need for engineering services is growing, offering us many opportunities to diversify 
Avatech’s activities and drive Services revenue. On a year-over-year basis, we increased Services 
revenue more than 40% through the third quarter of fiscal 2007. To continue to expand our Services 
division, our acquisition strategy is focused on providers of services and software to the architectural, 
engineering, construction, and manufacturing communities. Growing this critical segment of our 
business will demonstrate increased value to our customers, distinguish us from the competition, provide 
a recurring, profitable revenue base and help us enhance shareholder value. Our balance sheet remains 
strong and will facilitate this program.  

“We believe the actions taken over the last several months have positioned Avatech well to build on our 
core strengths and advance our strategic vision in fiscal 2008 and beyond,” concluded Mr. Davis.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Cadence Reports Q2 Revenue Up 9% Over Q2 2006 
25 July 2007 

Cadence Design Systems, Inc. reported second quarter 2007 revenue of $391 million, an increase of 9 
percent over the $359 million reported for the same period in 2006. On a GAAP basis, Cadence 
recognized net income of $60 million, or $0.20 per share on a diluted basis, in the second quarter of 
2007, compared to $30 million, or $0.10 per share on a diluted basis, in the same period in 2006.  
In addition to using GAAP results in evaluating Cadence's business, management believes it is useful to 
measure results using a non-GAAP measure of net income, which excludes, as applicable, amortization 
of intangible assets, stock-based compensation expense, in-process research and development charges, 
integration and acquisition-related costs, gains and expenses related to non-qualified deferred 
compensation plan assets, executive severance payments, restructuring charges and credits, losses on 

http://www.cadence.com/
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extinguishment of debt and equity in losses (income) from investments. Non-GAAP net income is 
adjusted by the amount of additional taxes or tax benefit that the company would accrue if it used non-
GAAP results instead of GAAP results to calculate the company's tax liability. See "GAAP to non-
GAAP Reconciliation" below for further information on the non-GAAP measure.  
Using this non-GAAP measure, net income in the second quarter of 2007 was $91 million, or $0.30 per 
share on a diluted basis, as compared to $73 million, or $0.23 per share on a diluted basis, in the same 
period in 2006.  
"We continue to demonstrate leadership across technology platforms as evidenced by the strong 
performances of our functional verification and low power digital solutions for the most complex, 
leading edge designs," said Mike Fister, president and CEO of Cadence.  
"In the second quarter, we grew our business with particular strength from our broad base accounts, 
while again expanding our operating margins," added Bill Porter, executive vice president and chief 
financial officer.  
The following statements are based on current expectations. These statements are forward looking, and 
actual results may differ materially. These statements do not include the impact of any mergers, 
acquisitions or other business combinations completed after June 30, 2007.  

Click here for the Q2 2007 Financial Schedules  

Business Outlook  
For the third quarter of 2007, the company expects total revenue in the range of $395 million to $405 
million. Third quarter GAAP earnings per diluted share are expected to be in the range of $0.20 to 
$0.22. Diluted earnings per share using the non-GAAP measure defined below are expected to be in the 
range of $0.31 to $0.33.  

For the full year 2007, the company expects total revenue in the range of $1.585 billion to $1.635 
billion. On a GAAP basis, net income per diluted share for fiscal 2007 is expected to be in the range of 
$0.85 to $0.93. Using the non-GAAP measure defined below, diluted earnings per share for fiscal 2007 
are expected to be in the range of $1.28 to $1.36.  

Audio Webcast Scheduled  
Fister and Porter will host a second quarter 2007 financial results audio webcast today, July 25, 2007, at 
2 p.m. (Pacific) / 5 p.m. (Eastern). An archive of the webcast will be available starting July 25, 2007, at 
5 p.m. Pacific time and ending at 5 p.m. Pacific time on Aug. 1, 2007. Webcast access is available at 
http://www.cadence.com/company/investor_relations.  

The statements contained above regarding the company's second quarter 2007 results, those contained in 
the Business Outlook section above and the statements by Mike Fister and Bill Porter include forward-
looking statements based on current expectations or beliefs, as well as a number of preliminary 
assumptions about future events that are subject to factors and uncertainties that could cause actual 
results to differ materially from those described in the forward-looking statements. Readers are 
cautioned not to put undue reliance on these forward-looking statements, which are not a guarantee of 
future performance and are subject to a number of uncertainties and other factors, many of which are 
outside Cadence's control, including, among others: Cadence's ability to compete successfully in the 
design automation product and the commercial electronic design and methodology services industries; 
the mix of products and services sold and the timing of significant orders for its products; economic 

http://www.cadence.com/company/newsroom/press_releases/pdf/2Q07_Press_Release_Earnings_Schedules.pdf
http://www.cadence.com/company/investor_relations
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uncertainty; fluctuations in rates of exchange between the U.S. dollar and the currencies of other 
countries in which Cadence does business; and the acquisition of other companies or technologies or the 
failure to successfully integrate those it acquires. 
For a detailed discussion of these and other cautionary statements, please refer to the company's filings 
with the Securities and Exchange Commission. These include the company's Annual Report on Form 
10-K for the year ended Dec. 30, 2006 and the company's Quarterly report on Form 10-Q for the quarter 
ended Mar. 31, 2007. 

GAAP to non-GAAP Reconciliation  
Cadence management evaluates and makes operating decisions using various operating measures. These 
measures are generally based on the revenues of its product, maintenance and services business 
operations and certain costs of those operations, such as cost of revenues, research and development, 
sales and marketing and general and administrative expenses. One such measure is non-GAAP net 
income, which is a non-GAAP financial measure under Section 101 of Regulation G under the 
Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended. This measure consists of GAAP net income excluding, as 
applicable, amortization of intangible assets, stock-based compensation expense, in-process research and 
development charges, integration and acquisition-related costs, gains and expenses related to non-
qualified deferred compensation plan assets, executive severance payments, restructuring charges and 
credits (primarily related to excess facilities), losses on extinguishment of debt and equity in losses 
(income) from investments. Intangible assets consist primarily of purchased or licensed technology, 
backlog, patents, trademarks, distribution rights, customer contracts and related relationships and non-
compete agreements. Non-GAAP net income is adjusted by the amount of additional taxes or tax benefit 
that the company would accrue if it used non-GAAP results instead of GAAP results to calculate the 
company's tax liability.  
Management believes it is useful in measuring Cadence's operations to exclude amortization of 
intangibles, in-process research and development and integration and acquisition-related costs because 
these costs are primarily fixed at the time of an acquisition and generally cannot be changed by 
management in the short term. In addition, management believes it is useful to exclude stock-based 
compensation expense because it enhances investors' ability to review Cadence's business from the same 
perspective as Cadence's management, which believes that stock-based compensation expense is not 
directly attributable to the underlying performance of the company's business operations. Management 
also believes that it is useful to exclude restructuring charges and credits. Cadence has dramatically 
reduced the size of its design services business and portions of its product and maintenance businesses 
over the past several years. As a result, in 2001, 2002 and 2003, Cadence's GAAP statements of 
operations included significant charges relating to such restructurings. Management believes that in 
measuring the company's operations it is useful to exclude any such restructuring charges and credits 
because its level of restructuring activities has significantly decreased. Management also believes it is 
useful to exclude executive severance costs as these costs do not occur frequently. Management also 
believes it is useful to exclude gains and expenses related to its non-qualified deferred compensation 
plan assets as these gains and expenses are not part of Cadence's direct costs of operations, but reflect 
changes in the value of assets held in the plan. Finally, management also believes it is useful to exclude 
the equity in losses (income) from investments, as these items are not part of Cadence's direct cost of 
operations. Rather, these are non-operating items that are included in other income (expense) and are 
part of the company's investment activities.  

Management believes that non-GAAP net income provides useful supplemental information to 
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management and investors regarding the performance of the company's business operations and 
facilitates comparisons to our historical operating results. Management also uses this information 
internally for forecasting and budgeting. Non-GAAP financial measures should not be considered as a 
substitute for measures of financial performance prepared in accordance with GAAP. Investors and 
potential investors are encouraged to review the reconciliation of non-GAAP financial measures 
contained within this press release with their most directly comparable GAAP financial results.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Dassault Systèmes: DS Delivers Very Solid Second Quarter, with Results above Company Objectives 
26 July 2007 

Dassault Systèmes (DS) reported financial results for the second quarter and six months ended June 30, 
2007. 

Summary Second Quarter 2007 Financial Results  

• GAAP revenue up 14% in constant currencies and GAAP EPS up 24%  

• Non-GAAP revenue up 13% in constant currencies and non-GAAP EPS up 14%  

• DS raises 2007 revenue objective and reconfirms EPS objective  
Bernard Charlès, Dassault Systèmes President and Chief Executive Officer, commented, “Dassault 
Systèmes delivered a very solid second quarter with revenue and earnings coming in above objectives. 
Moreover, given the large customer transaction in the year-ago second quarter, achieving non-GAAP 
revenue growth of 13% in constant currencies and delivering non-GAAP EPS growth of 14% is 
rewarding.  
“One of our most visible initiatives is the successful transformation of our PLM channel. Our results to 
date demonstrate that we are well in line with our plans, driving growth for CATIA and ENOVIA. At 
the same time, we continue to advance our technology and strategic roadmap. During the second quarter 
we launched our newest brand, 3DVIA, whose goal is to enable 3D to become a universal media for 
online product experiences. This new brand enlarges our addressable market to a wider community of 
users, to now include professional and consumer communities.”  
Second Quarter 2007 Financial Summary  

Second Quarter 2007 Financial Highlights:  

 GAAP   Non-GAAP  Second Quarter 2007  

In millions of Euro, except per share 
data  

  Q2 2007     Growth   Growth in cc*   Q2 2007    Growth  Growth in 
cc*  

Total Revenue    305.7     9%   14%   308.8    8%   13%  
EPS    0.31     24%       0.42    14%      
Operating margin    17.9%             23.4%           
* in constant currencies  

GAAP total revenue increased 9% to €305.7 million (14% in constant currencies) and GAAP earnings 
per diluted share increased 24% to €0.31 in the 2007 second quarter.  

http://www.cadence.com/company/newsroom/press_releases/pr.aspx?xml=072507_Q207earnings&lid=cdn_pr
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Non-GAAP total revenue increased 13% in constant currencies to €308.8 million on constant currencies 
non-GAAP software revenue growth of 10% and services growth of 31%. Non-GAAP earnings per 
diluted share increased 14% to €0.42 in the 2007 second quarter.  

“Looking more closely at our second quarter activity, we saw strength in all geographic regions, 
including Europe and across all sales channels. Overall, software revenue increased 10% in constant 
currencies thanks to the strong growth of recurring revenue coming from new licensing activity and a 
growing installed base. New licenses revenue decreased year over year, but would have been up 
excluding the large customer transaction of the year-ago period. ENOVIA’s results clearly illustrate the 
success of its product lines, with constant currency revenue growth of 32% in total and 23% before 
including MatrixOne.  

“Importantly, our revenue results translated into strong growth in EPS in spite of the persistently strong 
currency headwinds,” Thibault de Tersant, Senior Executive Vice President and CFO commented.  

Non-GAAP PLM revenue increased 14% in constant currencies, with non-GAAP ENOVIA revenue up 
32% in constant currencies. Non-GAAP Mainstream 3D revenue increased 11% in constant currencies 
in the 2007 second quarter. In line with the Company’s expectations, new CATIA and SolidWorks seats 
totaled 20,457, level with the year-ago period, largely reflecting the very strong year-over-year 
comparison for CATIA. On a sequential basis, new CATIA and SolidWorks seats increased 4%.  

First Half 2007 Financial Summary  

First Half 2007 Financial Highlights:  

 GAAP     Non-GAAP  First Half 2007  

In millions of Euro, except per share 
data  

   First Half ‘07   Growth   Growth in 
cc*     First Half ‘07    Growth  Growth in 

cc*  

Total Revenue     596.6    12%   18%     603.5    11%   17%  
EPS     0.59    16%         0.81    14%      
Operating margin     16.9%              22.8%           
* in constant currencies  

Cash flow and other financial highlights  

Net operating cash flow was €68.8 million and €177.2 million, respectively, for the second quarter and 
six months ended June 30, 2007. Cash and short-term investments totaled €544.6 million and long-term 
debt was €208.9 million at June 30, 2007. During the second quarter, DS paid cash dividends 
aggregating €50.8 million.  

Other Corporate Announcements  

On June 12, 2007, DS completed the acquisition of ICEM, a leading provider of high quality, surface 
modeling and rendering solutions. For 2006, ICEM’s revenues were approximately €20 million.  

Business Outlook  
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Thibault de Tersant, Senior Executive Vice President and CFO, commented, “Looking to our full year 
2007 objectives, our non-GAAP constant currency revenue objective is for growth of about 14-15%, 
increasing from 13% previously. Thanks to our strong second quarter performance and the inclusion of 
ICEM following completion of its acquisition, we are increasing our revenue objective. In addition, we 
are adjusting our yen currency exchange rate assumption, leading to a 2007 reported revenue range of 
about €1.285 to €1.30 billion. We are reconfirming our earnings per share and operating margin 
objectives.”  

The Company’s objectives are prepared and communicated only on a non-GAAP basis and are subject 
to the cautionary statement set forth below:  

• Third quarter non-GAAP total revenue objective of about €300 to €305 million, non-GAAP EPS 
of about €0.39 to €0.41 and non-GAAP operating margin of about 22% to 22.5%;  

• 2007 non-GAAP total revenue objective of about 14% to 15% growth in constant currencies 
(previously 13%);  

• 2007 non-GAAP EPS objective of about €2.00 to €2.05, representing about 9% to 12% growth, 
(unchanged);  

• 2007 non-GAAP operating margin objective of about 27%, (unchanged);  

• Objectives based upon exchange rate assumptions for the remaining 2007 quarters of US$1.35 
(unchanged) per €1.00 and JPY 165 (previously 160) per €1.00;  

• 2007 non-GAAP revenue range of about €1.285 to €1.30 billion, updated from the prior range of 
€1.275 to €1.285 billion;  

The non-GAAP objectives set forth above do not take into account the following accounting elements: 
deferred revenue write-downs estimated at approximately €9 million for 2007; stock-based 
compensation expense estimated at approximately €18 million for 2007, and amortization expense for 
acquired intangibles estimated at approximately €11 million per quarter. These estimates do not include 
any new stock option or share grants, or any new acquisitions completed after July 26, 2007.  

Recent Business News Highlights  

• On July 11th, DS announced the appointment of Jeff Ray as CEO of SolidWorks. Mr. Ray was 
previously Chief Operating Officer of SolidWorks.  

• On June 28th, Publicis Groupe and Dassault Systèmes announced a strategic partnership and 
launched their 3dswym Joint Venture to bring innovative 3D marketing solutions to global 
marketers.  

• On June 26th, DS unveiled 3DVIA to Imagine, Play and Experience Life in 3D Online.  

• On June 26th, Microsoft and DS announced an expansion of their alliance into Virtual Earth.  
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• On June 18th, DS’ SolidWorks brand introduced SolidWorks 2008.  

• On June 12th, DS highlighted mid-market customers’ adoption of DS’ CATIA PLM Express.  

• On May 25th, DS announced that Airbus had selected DS’ SIMULIA Realistic Simulation 
Solutions as its preferred solution for non-linear FEA of aircraft structures.  

• On May 9th, DS announced full access to ENOVIA MatrixOne’s Business Process Capabilities 
for all CATIA/ ENOVIA VPLM users and also announced delivery of PLM SOA enterprise 
middleware with ENOVIA MatrixOne 10.7.1.  

• In mid-May, DS made several announcements regarding its SIMULIA brand, including a new 
release for Unified Finite Element Analysis, plans to introduce SIMULIA solutions for 
Simulation Lifecycle Management and a new SIMULIA multi-physics platform.  

• On May 8th, DS announced that DELMIA’s Body-in-White Solution received the Automotive 
Engineering Tech Award at the SAE (Society of Automotive Engineers) World Congress.  

Conference call information  

Dassault Systèmes will host a teleconference call today, Thursday, July 26, 2007 at 3:00 PM CET/2:00 
PM London/9:00 AM New York. The conference call will be available via the Internet by accessing 
http://www.3ds.com/corporate/investors/. Please go to the website at least fifteen minutes prior to the 
call to register, download and install any necessary audio software. The webcast teleconference will be 
archived for 30 days. Financial information to be discussed in the call will be available on the 
Company’s website prior to commencement of the teleconference at 
http://www.3ds.com/corporate/investors/. Additional investor information can be accessed at 
http://www.3ds.com/corporate/investors/ or by calling Dassault Systèmes’ Investor Relations at 
33.1.40.99.69.24.  

Forward-looking information  

Statements herein that are not historical facts but express expectations or objectives for the future, 
including but not limited to statements regarding our non-GAAP financial performance objectives, are 
forward-looking statements (within the meaning of Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, 
as amended).  

Such forward-looking statements are based on our management's current views and assumptions and 
involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties. Actual results or performances may differ 
materially from those in such statements due to a range of factors. In preparing such forward-looking 
statements, we have in particular assumed an average U.S. dollar to euro exchange rate of US$1.35 per 
€1.00 and an average Japanese yen to euro exchange rate of JPY165 to €1.00 for the last two quarters of 
2007; however, currency values fluctuate, and our results of operations may be significantly affected by 
changes in exchange rates. We have also assumed that there will be no substantial decline in general 
levels of corporate spending on information technology, and that our increased responsibility for both 
indirect and direct PLM sales channels, and the resulting commercial and management challenges, will 
not prevent us from maintaining growth in revenues or cause us to incur substantial unanticipated costs 
and inefficiencies. Our actual results or performance may also be materially negatively affected by 

http://www.3ds.com/
http://www.3ds.com/en/investors/index.asp
http://www.3ds.com/en/investors/index.asp
http://www.3ds.com/en/investors/index.asp
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difficulties or adverse changes affecting our partners or our relationships with our partners, including 
our longstanding, strategic partner, IBM; new product developments and technological changes; errors 
or defects in our products; growth in market share by our competitors; and the realization of any risks 
related to the integration of any newly acquired company and internal reorganizations. Unfavorable 
changes in any of the above or other factors described in the Company’s SEC reports, including the 
Form 20-F for the year ended December 31, 2006, which was filed with the SEC on May 29, 2007, 
could materially affect the Company's financial position or results of operations.  

Non-GAAP financial information  

Readers are cautioned that the supplemental non-GAAP information presented in this press release is 
subject to inherent limitations. It is not based on any comprehensive set of accounting rules or principles 
and should not be considered as a substitute for U.S. GAAP measurements. Also, our supplemental non-
GAAP financial information may not be comparable to similarly titled non-GAAP measures used by 
other companies. Further specific limitations for individual non-GAAP measures, and the reasons for 
presenting non-GAAP financial information, are set forth in the company’s annual report for the year 
ended December 31, 2006 on Form 20-F filed with the SEC on May 29, 2007. To compensate for these 
limitations, the supplemental non-GAAP financial information should be read not in isolation, but only 
in conjunction with our consolidated financial statements prepared in accordance with U.S. GAAP.  

Click here to return to Contents 

EMC Reports Record Second-Quarter Results 
24 July 2007 

EMC Corporation reported record second-quarter revenue and strong profit growth marked by double-
digit revenue growth in its systems, software and services businesses and across all major geographies. 
EMC has now delivered double-digit top-line growth for 16 consecutive quarters. 
Total consolidated revenue for the second quarter of 2007 was $3.12 billion, 21% higher than the $2.57 
billion reported for the second quarter of 2006. GAAP net income for the second quarter of 2007 was 
$334.4 million or $0.16 per diluted share, 33% higher than the GAAP earnings per diluted share of 
$0.12 reported for the year-ago period. EMC generated strong operating cash flow of $622 million, an 
increase of 59%, and free cash flow of $422 million, an increase of 123%, compared with the same 
period a year ago. 
Joe Tucci, EMC Chairman, President and Chief Executive Officer, said, "EMC executed well in the 
second quarter. Customers continued to choose EMC for the depth and breadth of our information 
infrastructure technologies and solutions, which translated into solid revenue growth that was well 
balanced across our systems, software and services businesses and all major geographies. Add to this the 
explosion of digital information and the positive 2007 IT spending outlook we see in all major 
geographies, and it is clear that we are in a sweet spot of the IT industry." 
Compared with the second quarter of 2006, EMC systems revenue increased 18% year-over-year, led by 
strong revenue growth from the company's mid-range information storage products. EMC systems 
revenue represented 43% of total second-quarter revenue. Software license and maintenance revenue 
increased 27% year-over-year, led by strong customer demand for RSA's security offerings and for 
VMware Virtual Infrastructure. Software license and maintenance revenue accounted for 41% of total 
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revenue in the quarter. Professional services, systems maintenance and other services revenue grew by 
18%, driven by double-digit services growth in all four major EMC business segments. Professional 
services, systems maintenance and other services represented 16% of total second-quarter revenue. 
For the second-quarter of 2007, revenue from North America increased 20% compared with the same 
period a year ago and represented 58% of total reported revenue. Revenue from operations outside of 
North America grew 23% year- over-year, highlighted by double-digit year-over-year revenue growth in 
EMC's major international regions: Europe, Middle East and Africa (EMEA); Latin America and Asia-
Pacific and Japan (APJ). APJ, which experienced 32% revenue growth year-over-year, retained its 
distinction as EMC's fastest-growing major international region for the second straight quarter. 
David Goulden, EMC Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer, said, "Looking across our 
business, we remain pleased with our strong, balanced performance and the progress EMC is making 
towards its 2007 operational and financial goals. We believe we are now on track to exceed the annual 
targets we set in January, as we continue to execute on our plan to help customers address their 
information infrastructure requirements." 

Second-Quarter Highlights 
EMC's Information Storage business, which includes revenue from storage systems, information 
management, information protection and resource management software, and related customer and 
professional services, reached $2.5 billion, an increase of 12% compared with the year-ago quarter. The 
second-quarter momentum was led by double-digit year-over-year revenue growth in EMC CLARiiON 
networked storage systems and solid customer demand for EMC's backup to disk offerings. EMC also 
announced deeper technology integration across its product portfolio, including EMC Avamar data 
protection software optimized with VMware and EMC Celerra, and EMC RecoverPoint replication 
technology with EMC Replication Manager software. 
RSA Information Security revenues for the second quarter of 2007 grew 21% when compared with the 
results of the division's constituent companies in the year-ago period and generated approximately $125 
million in revenue. The information security business continued to do well during the quarter due to 
significant success in Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS) initiatives and notable 
demand across multiple industries for stronger authentication requirements. Also during the quarter, the 
division experienced strong growth in alternative forms of authentication, which include software tokens 
and smart cards, as well as in its information and event management offerings, consumer-facing 
applications, and encryption and key management solutions. 
EMC's Content Management and Archiving business grew second-quarter revenue to $174 million, an 
increase of 5% year-over-year. In May 2007, EMC announced the availability of EMC Documentum 
TaskSpace -- a new, highly configurable user interface for the next-generation EMC Documentum 6 
enterprise content management (ECM) platform. Next week, EMC will formally announce the 
Documentum 6 platform, advancing EMC's ability to lead the industry into the next generation of 
enterprise content management.  
VMware, an EMC subsidiary, grew sales 89% year-over-year to $298 million during the second quarter 
as it continued to unlock the value of virtualization for existing and new customers around the world. 
During the quarter, the virtualization leader broadened its product portfolio with new releases of its 
award-winning virtual desktop software and continued to expand its network of technology and 
distribution partners. VMware recently announced that Intel Corporation, through its global investment 
arm, Intel Capital, has agreed to become an investor. The partial initial public offering (IPO) of VMware 
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is expected to be completed this summer. 

Business Outlook 
The following statements are based on current expectations. These statements are forward looking, and 
actual results may differ materially. These statements do not give effect to the potential impact of 
mergers, acquisitions, divestitures or business combinations that may be announced after the date hereof. 
These statements supersede all prior statements regarding business outlook set forth in prior EMC news 
releases. 

• Consolidated revenue for 2007 is expected to exceed $12.7 billion. 

• GAAP diluted earnings per share for 2007 are expected to exceed $0.64. 

More detailed financial information is available at 
http://www.emc.com/news/emc_releases/showRelease.jsp?id=5232&l=en&c=US  

Click here to return to Contents 

IFS Interim Report January – June 2007 
19 July 2007 

Second quarter 2007 

• Net revenue amounted to SKr 619 million (561). 

• License revenue increased to SKr 152 million (111), with maintenance and support revenue 

• reaching SKr 164 million (149). 

• Consulting revenue amounted to SKr 296 million (293). 

• EBIT amounted to SKr 49 million (23), with earnings before tax amounting to SKr 47 million 
(16). 

• Profit after tax was SKr 36 million (13), with profit per share after tax amounting to SKr 0.14 

• (0.07). 

• Cash flow after investments amounted to SKr –56 million (–31). 

January–June 2007 

• Net revenue amounted to SKr 1,146 million (1,108). 

• License revenue increased to SKr 224 million (200), with maintenance and support revenue 

• reaching SKr 322 million (301). 

• Consulting revenue amounted to SKr 588 million (589). 

• EBIT amounted to SKr 57 million (44), with earnings before tax amounting to SKr 48 million 
(23). 

• Profit after tax was SKr 40 million (20), with profit per share after tax amounting to SKr 0.16 

• (0.09). 

http://www.emc.com/news/emc_releases/showRelease.jsp?id=5232&l=en&c=US
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• Cash flow after investments amounted to SKr –43 million (37). 

Outlook 
The expectations of the board for 2007 remain unchanged; an EBIT that is significantly better than the 
2006 EBIT of SKr 120 million and continued improvement in cash flow. 

Group Performance 
The market for business applications continues to be stable. Analysts such as Gartner and AMR expect 
growth of about 5–10% in the total market during the first six months. Growth during the remainder of 
the year is expected to be at the same level. 
License revenue increased by 12% (15% organic) during the first six months and by 36% (39% organic) 
during the second quarter. The increased focus on license revenue growth combined with IFS’ stronger 
market position in the defense, contracting, service management, and project-oriented industries resulted 
in a positive development in order backlog and strong license sales in the second quarter. In the defense 
sector, licenses were called-off in the ECSS project for the US Air Force, and the Norwegian Air Force 
signed an agreement valued at approximately SKr 50 million to upgrade its IFS Applications solution. 
Within the contracting, service management and project-oriented industries, agreements with a total 
value exceeding SKr 100 million were signed with Heerema Fabrication Group, Eltel Networks, Tomra, 
and a European field service company, which primarily had a positive effect on the growth of license 
sales in EMEA. 
IFS’ position in the defense industry will be further strengthened with the acquisition, after the end of 
the report period, of the software provider, Information Science Consultants (iSC), by IFS Defence, a 
joint venture business with BAE Systems. This acquisition demonstrates IFS’ stated strategy of further 
strengthening its presence in areas in which the company has a strong market position. Within defense, 
IFS already has a strong market position in air, land forces, naval shipyards and other military 
installations. The iSC acquisition improves the capability for naval ships, with iSC’s biggest customer 
being the British Royal Navy. 
In the Americas, license revenue substantially exceeded the weak development experienced in the first 
quarter. The stronger Swedish krona, however, has a negative effect on comparisons with the previous 
year. 
As a result of the increasing license sales, net revenue during the first six months increased by SKr 38 
million, despite negative foreign currency translation effects of SKr 33 million. Adjusted for these, 
organic growth was 6%. 
Maintenance and support revenue continued to show good growth, increasing by 7% (10% organic) in 
the first six months. As a percentage of net revenue, maintenance and support revenue continued to 
grow, to 28% (27%) in the first half of the year. Good economies of scale in maintenance and support 
also mean that the growth in revenue contributes to higher margins. During the first six months, the 
maintenance and support margin was 67% (61). 
Consulting revenue remained at the same level as the first half of 2006, which corresponds to 3% 
organic growth, whereas the consulting margin was lower. About one percentage point of the weaker 
consulting margin can be attributed to foreign currency translation effects, but apart from that, uneven 
utilization in various geographies in the Group had a negative effect on margins. The trend toward 
higher salary increases in certain markets also affected margins negatively as the increases cannot 
always be passed on to customers in ongoing implementation projects. As the consulting order backlog 
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is very good in several major markets, an improvement is expected during the remainder of the year. 
However, an increase in the need for external consulting resources, with lower margins for IFS, will 
mean that the improvement in margins will be modest in the short term. 
To improve the agility and profitability of the consulting organization over a business cycle, increasing 
efforts are being made to establish long-term collaboration with partners. A contract was signed with 
WM-data to establish a center of excellence for IFS Applications in the Nordic region. IFS and WM-
data are currently in the process of recruiting and training staff for this. Moreover, an agreement has 
been entered into with Tata Consultancy Services with the twin aims of increasing new sales within 
certain prioritized markets and of supporting existing customers and projects. Initially, the partnership 
will target the US market in the oil and gas, chemicals, and energy and telecom industries. 
Operating expenses increased by SKr 25 million during the first six months, corresponding to 2% at 
current exchange rates. The organic increase, adjusted for exchange rate effects, amounted to SKr 59 
million, or 6%, of which direct expenses, affected by the higher volume, accounted for SKr 15 million, 
or 9%. Personnel-related expenses increased by 4% organically. 
Several markets are experiencing an increase in demand for IT competence, which affects the 
availability of qualified personnel and salary levels. 
The increase in direct costs pertains mainly to EMEA, in which substantially higher net revenue resulted 
in improved earnings. In the Americas, the lower net revenue in the first six months was balanced by 
lower cost levels, as a result of which organic earnings were unchanged compared with 2006. Earnings 
in Rest of the World were also in line with those of the previous year. Operations in Asia have been 
streamlined and organizational changes made, which will have a positive affect on the cost structure 
toward the end of 2007. 

Financing and Cash Flow 
Cash flow after investments during the first six months was negatively affected by developments related 
to receivables during the end of the period. Apart from the effect of the higher revenue, with several 
major contracts being signed late in the quarter, payments deferred over the turn of the quarter had a 
considerable negative affect, which amounted to more than SKr 30 million. 
During the first six months, cash flow after investments amounted to SKr -43 million (37). In the second 
quarter, the figure was SKr -56 million (-31). The change in working capital during the first six months 
was SKr -59 million (54), of which receivables accounted for SKr 16 million (96), whereas the effect of 
these during the second quarter was SKr -88 million. Cash flow after investments is expected to be 
substantially strengthened during the remainder of the year. 
Liquid assets amounted to SKr 307 million (282), and net liquidity was SKr 17 million (21). The Group 
also had access to unutilized lines of credit amounting to SKr 46 million (60). During the period, 
liabilities to credit institutions were reduced from SKr 305 million to SKr 290 million. 

Parent Company 
Net revenue amounted to SKr 8 million (7), with earnings after net financial items of SKr 51 million (-
26). Somewhat lower operating expenses, but, above all, improved net financial items, contributed to an 
improvement in Parent Company earnings. 
Dividends from subsidiaries had a positive effect of SKr 71 million (0) on net financial items during the 
first six months. Profit for the period was SKr 55 million (-26). Liquid assets, including unutilized lines 
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of credit, amounted to SKr 121 million (90). Parent Company equity increased to SKr 1,282 million, 
from SKr 1,098 million at the beginning of the year, primarily resulting from the conversion of 
debentures and bonds, net SKr 128 million, which resulted in an increase of SKr 55 million in capital 
stock and of SKr 73 million in the share premium reserve. 
Convertible debentures /bonds at a nominal value of SKr 139 million (40) were converted during the 
period. The booked liability of convertible debentures/bonds amounted to SKr 50 million (170), whereas 
the nominal liability was SKr 53 million (199) at the end of the period. The KV3B convertible debenture 
matured during the first quarter and the outstanding liability of SKr 1 million was repaid. 
The number of employees in the Parent Company at the end of the period was 5 (3). 

Outlook 
The expectations of the board for 2007 remain unchanged. For 2007, it expects an EBIT that is 
significantly better than the 2006 EBIT of SKr 120 million and continued improvement in cash flow. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Magma Reports Record Revenue of $50.2 Million for First Quarter – Raises Targets for Full-Year 
Revenue and EPS 
26 July 2007 

Magma Design Automation Inc. reported record revenue of $50.2 million for its fiscal 2008 first quarter 
ended July 1, 2007, an increase of 22 percent over the $41.0 million reported for the year-ago first 
quarter, ended July 2, 2006. The company also announced it is raising its full-year targets for revenue 
and earnings per share. 

“We delivered strong revenue growth and profitability in the first quarter,” said Rajeev Madhavan, 
chairman and CEO of Magma. “Customers are using our products for an increasingly wide range of 
applications – you can find chips designed with Magma software in just about every popular variety of 
electronic products made today. We expect this to continue as our new products continue to gain 
traction, and today we are announcing increases in our guidance for both revenue and EPS.” 

GAAP Results 
In accordance with generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP), Magma reported a net loss of 
$(11.3) million, or $(0.29) per share (basic and diluted), for the first quarter, compared to a net loss of 
$(10.7) million, or $(0.30) per share (basic and diluted), for the year-ago first quarter. 

Non-GAAP Results 
Magma’s non-GAAP net income was $4.6 million for the quarter, or $0.10 per share (diluted), which 
compares to non-GAAP net income of $0.7 million, or $0.02 per share (diluted), for the year-ago first 
quarter. 

Non-GAAP net income for the first quarter of fiscal 2008 excludes the effects of amortization of 
developed technology, amortization of intangible assets, stock-based compensation, legal settlement and 
other expenses, interest expense and amortization of debt issuance cost, debt discount accretion, charges 
associated with losses in equity investments, acquisition-related and other expenses, restructuring costs 
and the tax effects of these adjustments. Non-GAAP net income for the first quarter of fiscal 2007 
excludes the effects of amortization of developed technology, amortization of intangible assets, 
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amortization of deferred stock-based compensation, acquisition-related expenses, net gain on repurchase 
of convertible notes, charges associated with losses in equity investments and the tax effects of these 
adjustments. A reconciliation of our non-GAAP results to GAAP results and more detailed financial are 
available at http://www.magma-da.com/articles/Earnings/PR_1QFY08_Earnings_FINAL.pdf  
In the first quarter Magma used cash from operations of approximately $(23.4) million, primarily for 
cash payments on the litigation settlement with Synopsys and the annual employee bonuses. 

Business Outlook 
For Magma’s fiscal 2008 second quarter, ending Sept. 30, 2007, the company expects total revenue in 
the range of $50 million to $52 million. GAAP net loss per share is expected to be in the range of 
$(0.28) to $(0.26) and non-GAAP earnings per share (EPS) is expected to be in the range of $0.10 to 
$0.12. A schedule showing a reconciliation of the projected non-GAAP EPS to GAAP EPS results is 
included in this release. For Magma’s fiscal year 2008, ending April 6, 2008, the company increased its 
expected revenue growth rate over fiscal 2007 to between 17 percent and 20 percent, with revenue range 
of $208 million to $214 million. For Magma’s fiscal year 2008, the company also increased its expected 
GAAP 
EPS to a range of $(1.10) to $(1.08) and its expected non-GAAP EPS to a range of $0.50 to $0.52. A 
Financial Data Supplement containing detailed financial information intended to provide guidance and 
further insight into our business is available online at http://investor.magma-da.com/supplement.cfm in 
the Investor Relations section of the Magma website. 

GAAP Reconciliation 
Magma provides non-GAAP financial information to assist investors in assessing its current and future 
operations in the way that Magma’s management evaluates those operations. Magma believes that this 
non-GAAP information provides useful information to investors by excluding the effect of some 
expenses that are required to be recorded under GAAP but that Magma believes are not indicative of 
Magma’s core operating results, or that are expected to be incurred over a limited period of time. 
Magma’s management evaluates and makes operating decisions about its business operations primarily 
based on bookings, revenue and the core costs of those business operations. Management believes that 
the amortization of developed technology and intangible assets, stock-based compensation, in-process 
research and development charges, litigation settlement and related legal expenses, integration and other 
acquisition-related expenses, workforce realignment restructuring charges, expenses associated with 
lease amendment and related headquarters office relocation, net gain on exchange of convertible notes, 
debt discount accretion, and the tax effects of its non-GAAP adjustments (yielding a non-GAAP 
effective tax rate of 25.0 percent for fiscal 2008) and other significant unusual items are not operating 
costs of its core software and service business operations. 
Therefore, management presents non-GAAP financial measures, along with GAAP measures, in this 
earnings release by excluding these items from the period expenses. The income statement line items 
affected are as follows: (1) cost of revenue, licenses; (2) cost of revenue, bundled licenses and services; 
(3) cost of revenue, services; (4) total cost of revenue; (5) gross profit; (6) operating expenses, research 
and development; (7) operating expenses, in-process research and development; (8) operating expenses, 
sales and marketing; (9) operating expenses, general and administrative; (10) operating expenses, 
amortization of intangible asset; (11) total operating expenses; (12) operating income (loss); (13) other 
income (expense), net; (14) total other income (expense), net; (15) net income (loss) before income 
taxes; (16) provision for income taxes; (17) net income (loss) before cumulative effect of change in 
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accounting principle; (18) cumulative effect of change in accounting principle; (19) net income (loss); 
and (20) net income (loss) per share. To determine its non- GAAP provision for income taxes, Magma 
recalculates tax based on non-GAAP income before income taxes and adjusts accordingly. For each 
such non-GAAP financial measure, the adjustment provides management with information about 
Magma’s underlying operating performance that enables a more meaningful comparison of its financial 
results in different reporting periods. For example, since Magma does not undertake significant 
restructuring or realignments on a predictable cycle, management would have difficulty evaluating 
Magma’s profitability as measured by gross profit, operating profit, income before taxes and net income 
on a period-to-period basis unless it excluded these charges. Similarly, since Magma does not acquire 
businesses on a predictable cycle, management excludes acquisition-related charges, such as in-process 
research and development charges, in order to make more consistent and meaningful evaluations of 
Magma’s operating expenses. Management also uses these measures to help it make budgeting decisions 
between those expenses that affect operating expenses and operating margin (such as research and 
development, sales and marketing, and general and administrative expenses), and those expenses that 
affect cost of revenue and gross margin (such as product development expenses). 
Further, the availability of non-GAAP financial information helps management track actual performance 
relative to financial targets, including both internal targets and publicly announced targets. Making this 
non-GAAP financial information available also helps investors compare Magma’s performance with the 
announced operating results of its principal competitors, which regularly provide similar non-GAAP 
financial information. Management recognizes that the use of these non-GAAP measures has 
limitations, including the fact that management must exercise judgment in determining whether some 
types of charges, such as those relating to workforce reductions executed in the ordinary course of 
business, should be excluded from non-GAAP financial measures. Management believes, however, that 
providing this non-GAAP financial information facilitates consistent comparison of Magma’s financial 
performance over time. Magma has historically provided non-GAAP results to the investment 
community, not as an alternative but as a supplement to GAAP information, to enable investors to 
evaluate Magma’s core operating performance in the way that management does. 

Conference Call 
Magma will discuss the financial results for the recently completed quarter, including forward-looking 
guidance, during a live earnings call today at 1:30 p.m. PDT.  
Following completion of the call, a webcast replay of the call will be available at 
http://investor.magmada. com/medialist.cfm through August 2, 2007. Those without Internet access may 
listen to a replay of the call by telephone until 11:59 p.m. PDT on August 2 by calling: U.S. & Canada: 
(719) 457-0820, code #4774559 Elsewhere: (888) 203-1112, code #4774559 

Click here to return to Contents 

PTC Reports Third Quarter Fiscal Year 2007 Results 
25 July 2007 

PTC reported revenue of $225.1 million for the third quarter ended June 30, 2007, up 4% from the same 
period last year. Total license revenue for the third quarter of 2007 was $62.1 million, a decline of 5% 
from the same period last year. Results for the third quarter of 2007 reflected year-over-year revenue 
growth in Europe and the Pacific Rim, offset by declines in North America and Japan. Additionally, 
PTC delivered continued growth in its Enterprise Solutions product category, but Desktop Solutions 
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revenue declined year over year. In the third quarter of 2007, PTC achieved the highest level of 
quarterly maintenance revenue in the company’s history.  
“Our third quarter license revenue shortfall reflects two major factors: several large transactions that we 
expected but did not close and a reduction in add-on sales of Desktop Solutions in North America and 
Japan,” said C. Richard Harrison, president and chief executive officer. “Though our third quarter results 
did not meet our expectations, we continue to have confidence in the strength of the PLM market and in 
PTC’s competitive position. As evidenced by our record maintenance revenue in the third quarter and 
our revenue growth year to date, we have a large and loyal customer base that continues to benefit from 
the use of PTC’s differentiated solutions.”  
GAAP operating income for the third quarter of 2007 was $19.8 million, compared with $13.5 million in 
the year-ago period. GAAP net income for the third quarter of 2007 was $87.2 million, or $0.74 per 
diluted share, and includes the impact of the reversal of our valuation allowance against U.S. deferred 
tax assets as described below, as well as a one-time tax benefit of $5.3 million due to the favorable 
resolution of a tax refund claim. This compares with GAAP net income of $16.9 million, or $0.15 per 
diluted share, in the year-ago period. Non-GAAP operating income, which excludes stock-based 
compensation cost, restructuring charges, acquisition-related in-process research and development 
expenses and amortization of acquisition-related intangible assets, was $28.9 million for the third 
quarter of 2007, compared with $34.4 million in the year-ago period. Non-GAAP net income, which 
excludes the items excluded from non-GAAP operating income and the related tax effect of those items, 
as well as one-time tax items, was $18.7 million for the third quarter of 2007, or $0.16 per diluted share, 
compared to $29.5 million in the year-ago period, or $0.26 per diluted share. We have provided a 
reconciliation between GAAP and non-GAAP results in the attached financial tables.  

Reversal of Valuation Allowance Against U.S. Deferred Tax Assets  
After concluding that its U.S. operations have achieved sustainable profitability, in the third quarter, 
PTC reversed its valuation allowance against deferred tax assets in the U.S. and in a foreign jurisdiction, 
which resulted in a $65.5 million GAAP tax benefit, as well as balance sheet adjustments to goodwill 
and stockholders’ equity. Non-GAAP earnings results have been fully taxed at a rate of 40% for the 
third quarter of 2007, versus a tax rate of about 20% applied in prior periods. PTC would have reported 
GAAP earnings per share of $0.19 and non-GAAP earnings per share of $0.21 had we not reversed the 
valuation allowance in the third quarter of 2007. Since the valuation allowance release is a non-cash 
adjustment, there has been no change to PTC’s cash tax rate due to the utilization of net operating loss 
carryforwards. We have provided more information about the impact of this change in the attached 
financial tables.  
Cash and cash equivalents were $260 million at the end of the third fiscal quarter of 2007, up from $238 
million at the end of the second fiscal quarter of 2007, in line with expectations. Cash flow from 
operations was $38.9 million and $115.1 million for the third quarter and first nine months of 2007 
respectively.  

Third Quarter 2007 Revenue Metrics  
PTC delivered the following results for the third quarter of fiscal 2007 compared to the same period last 
year:  

• Total revenue growth of 4%, driven by maintenance revenue growth of 9% and training and 
consulting service revenue growth of 6%, partially offset by a license revenue decline of 5%;  
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• Desktop Solutions total revenue decline of 3% to $139.0 million. License revenue declined 12% 
and training and consulting service revenue declined 22%. Maintenance revenue grew 7%. The 
license revenue decline is attributable to lower revenue from Pro/ENGINEER new seats, 
modules and upgrades;  

• Enterprise Solutions total revenue growth of 18% to $86.1 million, driven by training and 
consulting service revenue growth of 26%, maintenance revenue growth of 17%, and license 
revenue growth of 8%. Growth in license revenue was primarily attributable to sales of 
Windchill® PDMLink® and Windchill ProjectLink® as more customers adopt our content and 
process management solutions both within engineering and the enterprise;  

• Total reseller channel revenue growth of 3% to $47.6 million, reflecting significant growth in 
North America and Europe partially offset by a decline in Asia Pacific;  

• Revenue growth of 20% in Europe, partially offset by declines of 4% in North America and 3% 
in Asia Pacific. Asia-Pacific revenue reflects 9% growth in the Pacific Rim offset by an 18% 
decline in Japan.  

In the third quarter, PTC received orders from leading organizations, including Airbus S.A.S.; Boeing 
Company; China Shipbuilding Industry Corporation; Flextronics International Ltd.; 
HARMAN/BECKER Automotive Systems GmbH; HOERBIGER Group AG; ITT Corporation; Lenovo 
Group Ltd.; Lockheed Martin Corporation; Motorola, Inc.; Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.; Schneider 
Electric S.A.; and Toyota Motor Corporation.  

First Nine Months 2007 Revenue Metrics  
PTC delivered the following results for the first nine months of fiscal 2007 compared to the same period 
last year:  

• Total revenue growth of 11%, driven by license revenue growth of 12%, maintenance revenue 
growth of 11%, and training and consulting service revenue growth of 10%;  

• Desktop Solutions total revenue growth of 7%, driven by license revenue growth of 14% and 
maintenance revenue growth of 9%, partially offset by a training and consulting service revenue 
decline of 13%;  

• Enterprise Solutions total revenue growth of 18%, driven by training and consulting service 
revenue growth of 25%, maintenance revenue growth of 18%, and license revenue growth of 
8%;  

• Total reseller channel revenue growth of 15%;  

• Revenue growth of 7% in North America, 18% in Europe, and 6% in Asia-Pacific. Asia-Pacific 
revenue growth reflects 14% growth in the Pacific Rim and a 3% decline in Japan.  

“We continue to believe we have a significant growth opportunity ahead of us, along with the industry’s 
best solutions to help our customers solve key product development challenges,” continued Harrison. 
“However, we believe it is prudent to reduce our guidance for the fourth quarter. Additionally, we 
remain focused on delivering operating margin and earnings growth in FY 2007 and beyond. Therefore, 
we are taking actions to reduce our expenses in the fourth quarter. We believe these actions will enable 
us to fulfill our shareholder and customer commitments to deliver non-GAAP operating margins of 20% 
in fiscal 2008.”  
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Fourth Quarter and Fiscal Year 2007 Financial Outlook  
PTC’s revenue forecast for the fourth quarter of fiscal 2007 is between $240 million and $250 million. 
On a GAAP basis, earnings per share are expected to be between $0.15 and $0.20. The Company 
expects non-GAAP fourth quarter earnings per share to be between $0.23 and $0.28. These non-GAAP 
earnings expectations reflect the change (increase) in tax rate as a result of the reversal of the valuation 
allowance. The non-GAAP earnings expectations also exclude the following fourth quarter estimated 
expenses and their tax effects:  

• Approximately $8.5 million of expense related to stock-based compensation  

• Approximately $3.5 million of acquisition-related amortization expense  

• Approximately $10 million of restructuring expenses related to the fourth quarter cost reduction 
program  

PTC expects its cash balance to be approximately $250 million at the end of the fourth quarter.  

For the fiscal year ending September 30, 2007, PTC expects revenue to be between $915 million and 
$925 million. On a GAAP basis, earnings per share are expected to be between $1.17 and $1.22. These 
GAAP earnings expectations include actual tax benefits recorded in the third quarter resulting from the 
reversal of the valuation allowance against U.S. deferred tax assets as well as the one-time tax benefit 
due to the favorable resolution of a tax refund claim. The Company expects non-GAAP earnings per 
share to be between $0.86 and $0.91 for the fiscal year. PTC had previously expected non-GAAP 
earnings per share of $1.17 to $1.22. The new reduced guidance reflects the third quarter earnings 
shortfall and reduced fourth quarter guidance, as well as the change (increase) in tax rate as a result of 
the reversal of the valuation allowance for the third and fourth quarters of fiscal 2007. This tax change 
represents a reduction to our previous guidance of approximately $0.14. The non-GAAP earnings 
expectations also exclude the following full-year estimated expenses and their tax effects:  

• Approximately $31 million of expense related to stock-based compensation  

• Approximately $14 million of acquisition-related amortization expense  

• $0.5 million of in-process research and development expenses related to the acquisition of NC 
Graphics  

• Approximately $10 million of restructuring expenses related to the fourth quarter cost reduction 
program  

Important Information about Non-GAAP References  
References by PTC to non-GAAP operating costs and expenses, non-GAAP operating income, non-
GAAP net income and non-GAAP earnings per share refer to costs and expenses, operating income, net 
income or earnings per share, respectively, excluding stock-based compensation cost, amortization of 
acquisition-related intangible assets, and their related tax effects, as well one-time tax items, if any. 
GAAP requires that these costs and charges be included in costs and expenses and, accordingly, used to 
determine operating income and earnings per share. PTC’s management uses non-GAAP operating costs 
and associated non-GAAP net income (which is the basis for non-GAAP earnings per share) to make 
operational and investment decisions, and PTC believes that they are among several useful measures for 
an enhanced understanding of our operating results for a number of reasons.  
First, although PTC undertakes analyses to ensure that its stock-based compensation grants are in line 
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with peer companies and do not unduly dilute shareholders, PTC allocates these grants and measures 
them at the corporate level. Management excludes their financial statement effect when planning or 
measuring the periodic financial performance of PTC’s functional organizations since they are unrelated 
to our core operating metrics. Likewise, we believe that excluding amortization of intangible assets 
associated with acquisitions provides investors with information that helps to compare period-over-
period operating performance by highlighting the effect of acquisitions on our results of operations. In 
addition, PTC’s management excludes the financial statement effect of these items in creating operating 
budgets for PTC’s functional business units and in evaluating and compensating employees due to the 
fact that it is difficult to forecast these expenses. Lastly, we believe that providing non-GAAP earnings 
per share affords investors a view of earnings that may be more easily compared to peer companies and 
enables investors to consider PTC’s earnings on both a GAAP and non-GAAP basis in periods when 
PTC is engaged in acquisition activities or undertaking non-recurring activities.  
PTC believes these non-GAAP measures aid investors’ overall understanding of PTC’s results by 
providing a higher degree of transparency for certain expenses, and providing a level of disclosure that 
helps investors understand how PTC plans and measures its own business. However, non-GAAP net 
income should be construed neither as an alternative to GAAP net income or earnings per share, as an 
indicator of our operating performance nor as a substitute for cash flow from operations as a measure of 
liquidity because the items excluded from the non-GAAP measures often have a material impact on 
PTC’s results of operations. Therefore, management uses, and investors should use, non-GAAP 
measures in conjunction with our reported GAAP results.  

Earnings Call Webcast  
PTC will provide detailed financial information and an outlook update on its third quarter fiscal year 
2007 results conference call and live webcast on July 25, 2007 at 10 a.m. ET. This earnings press release 
and accompanying financial and operating statistics will be accessible prior to the conference call and 
webcast on PTC’s web site at http://www.ptc.com/for/investors.htm. In addition, the live webcast may 
be accessed at the same web address. To access the live call, please dial 888-566-8560 (in the U.S.) or 
+1-517-623-4768 (international). Please use passcode PTC. A replay of the call will be available until 
5:00 p.m. ET on July 30, 2007. To access the replay via webcast, please visit 
http://www.ptc.com/for/investors.htm. To access the replay by phone, please dial 402-344-6812.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Telelogic Interim Report, April - June 2007 
24 July 2007 

• Revenue climbed 8% in local currency during the second quarter to SEK 397.6 million.  

• Sales of licenses and maintenance rose 7% in local currency. Sales of services increased 11% in 
local currency.  

• Pre-tax profit increased 41% to SEK 47.5 million for the quarter.  

• Earnings per share increased 27% for the second quarter and amounted to SEK 0.14/share.  

• Cash flow from operating activities was SEK 168.5 million during the first six months of the 
year.  

CEO´s comments on the quarter:  

http://www.ptc.com/for/investors.htm
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“Telelogic continued to make good progress during the second quarter of 2007. The offer, which was 
made public on June 11, has however affected on-going deals. It was mainly noticeable in the US where 
Telelogic’s position is not as strong. Though operations in Asia and Europe were also affected by the 
offer situation. Despite that, Telelogic closed the quarter with 8% in organic growth and a 27% increase 
in earnings per share. On the product side, all product families showed good progress. Particularly 
gratifying is that the three last acquired products, System Architect, Focal Point and Rhapsody, 
continued to demonstrate extremely strong growth, and that the product category for configuration 
management experienced a strong quarter. Telelogic expects the uncertain situation to continue into the 
third quarter until such time that the uncertainty created by the offer situation is eliminated. 
Nevertheless, Telelogic expects to achieve the figures announced in the first quarter report in the 
forecast for 2007.”  

Key numbers April - June 2007  

• Revenue: 397.6 SEK million (382.4 SEK million) 

• Pre-tax profit: 47.5 SEK million (33.8 SEK million) 

• Income after tax: 35.3 SEK million (26.5 SEK million) 

• Earnings per share: 0.14 SEK (0.11 SEK) 

• Cash flow, current operations: 60.0 SEK million (74.7 SEK million) 

• Key numbers for corresponding period from previous year in parenthesis.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Implementation Investments 
Airbus Selects Altair HyperWorks OptiStruct for the A350XWB Development Program 
26 July 2007 

Altair Engineering, Inc. announced that Airbus, one of the world's leading aircraft manufacturers, has 
chosen Altair's OptiStruct advanced topological optimization software for the A350XWB program. 
Airbus pioneered the use of topology optimization in aircraft design, and, during the A380 development, 
used OptiStruct for design optimization to support weight reduction. Based on its experience with the 
A380 program, Airbus has now selected OptiStruct as the strategic tool for topological optimization for 
their development projects. 
"The Airbus decision confirms that OptiStruct has become the de-facto standard tool for topological 
optimization within the aerospace industry," said Dr. Michael Hoffmann, vice president of Business 
Development and Marketing Europe, Altair Engineering. 
Altair Engineering will provide the HyperWorks software suite to Airbus sites located in Toulouse, 
France; Filton, United Kingdom; Hamburg/Bremen, Germany; and Getafe, Spain. Airbus is an EADS 
company. 

Click here to return to Contents 
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AVEVA Seals New Partnership with Leading Malaysian Marine Company 
23 July 2007 

AVEVA announced a significant order from one of Malaysia's foremost marine and engineering 
companies, specialised in marine engineering and construction and technological solutions for the oil 
and gas sector.  
This recent appointment cements their 1999 partnership when AVEVA's 3D plant design, AVEVA 
PDMS, was first implemented. Today, using two of its core applications - AVEVA VPRM and AVEVA 
NET, AVEVA is being commissioned to assist in developing and implementing a system to streamline 
the company's business processes to increase overall productivity levels. 

AVEVA VPRM is designed to manage projects faster, better, more economically through all phases 
from inception to handover. The company will also implement AVEVA NET, an intelligent 
management solution that enables the various information networks to be linked to provide a single 
structured view of all the engineering information in context. It then allows this information to be 
shared, exploited and managed, in a collaborative way, across the globe.  

Proved on many of the world's most complex projects, AVEVA's solutions let you create, control and 
exploit engineering data to reduce costs, accelerate timescales and maximize performance. 

Peter Finch, President of AVEVA Asia Pacific states, "AVEVA has forged long standing partnerships 
with our Clients who need a competitive edge to stay ahead in an ever changing global marketplace. Our 
recognition of their needs ensure that the provision of specialised world-class solutions for optimal 
performance across all levels. Through AVEVA's evolutionary technologies, they are able to capture 
and retain their market leading positions by capitalising on our expertise to continuously generate 
operational excellence."  

Click here to return to Contents 

Catalog Data Solutions Adopted by International Gas Springs 
24 July 2007 

Catalog Data Solutions (CDS) announced that International Gas Springs Inc. (IGS) has adopted its CAD 
model download solution. 
IGS is based in Chicago, USA and Surrey, UK and is a leading manufacturer of Compression, Tension, 
Adjustable, Locking (Flexible & Rigid), Stainless Steel and Aluminum Springs. IGS decided to offer 3D 
CAD models for download from its web site. "We wanted to meet our customers' requests for CAD 
downloads to save them design time," said Brant Pelton, General Manager, IGS. "We researched the 
market and selected CDS for their leading online CAD model download solution and affordable CAD 
services. With the addition of 3D CAD downloads to our website we are delighted to have immediately 
seen an increase in sales and new customers." 
"We are delighted to have been selected by IGS", said John Major, CEO Catalog Data Solutions. "By 
providing downloadable 3D CAD models of products, industrial suppliers save design engineers 
valuable time and make it easier for their products to be selected over competitors' products. In return 
their parts are 'locked and loaded' into new designs, and enjoy sales in proportion to the sales success of 
those designs. The first step is to get downloadable part models online in multiple CAD formats, the 
second to ensure they are easily found - both by specification/attribute-based catalog search on your web 

http://www.aveva.com/
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site and in design engineering portals. This is the best business-to-business (B2B) ecommerce lead 
generation available for industrial suppliers - the process reaches the true decision maker, the design 
engineer, ahead of the traditional buying process - and buyers rarely change what the engineer has 
spec'd." 

Click here to return to Contents 

Horizon Utilities to Increase Grid Reliability, Tighten Supply Chain With IFS Applications 
20 July 2007 

IFS announced that Horizon Utilities, the third largest municipally-owned electricity distribution 
company in Ontario, has selected IFS Applications to help it manage its facilities in Hamilton, St. 
Catharines, and Stoney Creek, Ontario. 

Horizon Utilities will implement IFS Applications to streamline infrastructure improvement and 
maintenance activities, and to tighten its supply chain for raw materials and parts. The utility will also 
implement IFS Applications for finance and human resources management. 

“Ensuring the reliability of our physical assets is our top priority,” Horizon Utilities Senior Vice 
President and Chief Financial Officer John Basilio said. “Moving from our various existing computer 
systems to a unified enterprise application will allow us to manage our maintenance crews and capital 
projects more effectively - and that increases grid reliability and allows us to better serve our business 
and residential customers.” 

IFS is a leading application vendor to the energy and utilities industry, and has more than 130 customers 
involved in power generation, transmission & distribution and water & sewage. Customers include the 
world's largest hydropower plant, Three Gorges (P. R. China), nuclear power plants OKG (Sweden), 
PBMR (South Africa) and Qinshan (P. R. China), grid operators such as Svenska Kraftnät (Sweden), 
Statnett (Norway) and TenneT (The Netherlands) as well as distributors such as Vattenfall (Sweden), 
Fortum (Sweden), and Hafslund Energi (Norway). Reliable and safe asset management and workforce 
management are critical processes in the energy and utility industry, to which IFS has provided solutions 
for more than 20 years. 

 “IFS has long been a world leader in enterprise applications for the power generation, transmission, and 
distribution industry,” said Cindy Jaudon, president and CEO of IFS North America. “More than 20 
years ago, our company had its start developing software applications used in the utilities industry, so 
we are very accustomed to the demanding uptime and reliability requirements companies like Horizon 
face. We welcome Horizon Utilities to the global family of utilities running their operations on IFS 
Applications.” 

About Horizon Utilities 
Horizon Utilities Corporation is the third largest municipally owned electricity distribution company in 
Ontario and provides electricity and related utility services to over 231,000 residential and commercial 
customers in Hamilton and St. Catharines. The company is owned by Hamilton Utilities Corporation and 
St. Catharines Hydro Inc. and operates out of facilities in Hamilton, St. Catharines, and Stoney Creek. 
Horizon Utilities is regulated by the Ontario Energy Board. Horizon's 360 employees are committed to 
delivering a safe and reliable supply of electricity, providing unparalleled customer value and helping to 
create a culture of energy conservation in Ontario. 
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LMS Virtual.Lab Acoustics Enables Korea Omyang Corporation to Develop High-Quality Speakers 
for In-Vehicle Entertainment 
25 July 2007 

LMS, the engineering innovation company, announced that Korea Omyang Corporation selected LMS 
Virtual.Lab Acoustics to optimize the acoustic performance of speaker systems which are built in 
passenger cars for in-vehicle entertainment. Acoustic simulation is used to support the design of speaker 
systems at the Korean manufacturer and to analyze the mounting strategy in the vehicle interior to obtain 
an optimal sound quality. The acoustics engineering team at Korea Omyang Corporation selected the 
Virtual.Lab solution for its powerful capabilities to accurately predict the generated sound of their 
speaker system designs, taking into account the vehicle interior. 

Korea Omyang Corporation specializes in the development and manufacturing of speakers for cars, TV 
sets, phones, Hi-Fi and other audio/visual systems. Its primary customers include companies like 
Lucent, Toshiba, Sony, Schneider in the consumer electronics field, and automotive manufactures like 
Hyundai, Kia, GM Daewoo and GM Holden. In the automotive field, Korea Omyang Corporation faces 
the stringent challenge of developing a competitive speaker package which is adapted to the new vehicle 
model or interior configuration. The company selected LMS Virtual.Lab Acoustics to increase its 
development speed and to efficiently optimize the shape, packaging, positioning and mounting of the 
speakers for optimal sound. 

In a first step, LMS Virtual.Lab Acoustics is used to optimize the sound of the individual speaker 
elements and to optimize the accuracy of the speaker simulation models before they are mounted in a 
vehicle interior configuration. In a second step, Omyang engineers investigate and optimize the 
vibration and sound levels of the individual speakers mounted in the vehicle interior. In doing so, they 
face very stringent requirements from the OEM in terms of allowed space and position, overall weight, 
cost and obviously the required sound quality. “The deployment of LMS Virtual.Lab Acoustics allows 
us to carefully balance all these requirements from the early development stage onwards. The LMS 
solution gives us an accurate prediction of the acoustic performance of a specific design option, and 
allows us to trace back the root cause of sound or vibration problems,” commented Kab Jae, Yoo, Senior 
engineer at Korea Omyang Corporation. 

The company also valued LMS Virtual.Lab for its tight integration with CATIA V5 and its facilities to 
exchange models with automotive OEMs. “The smooth exchange with our internal or our customer’s 
design team saves a lot of modeling time and strongly facilitates the communication process,” 
commented Kab Jae, Yoo. ”The tight integration of all simulation process steps in LMS Virtual.Lab 
delivers an additional efficiency gain, and allow us to deliver the accurate insight which is required to 
make critical design decisions.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

Mentor Graphics Collaborates with India's RV-VLSI Design Center for Higher Education Program 
24 July 2007 

Mentor Graphics Corporation continued its commitment to educate tomorrow's engineers and 
technology leaders by announcing a joint collaboration with RV-VLSI Design Center in Bangalore, 

http://www.lmsintl.com/
http://www.rv-vlsi.com/
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India. Under the auspices of its Higher Education Program, Mentor Graphics will provide the Center 
with leading-edge design tools for classroom instruction and academic research, by donating a complete 
suite of electronic design automation (EDA) tools. This donation, worth over US$20 million, will enable 
students to gain proficiency in VLSI (very-large-scale integration) design and other emerging 
nanotechnology challenges such as design for manufacturability.  
"This strategic relationship with Mentor Graphics will enable us to train a new breed of technology 
specialists," said Mr. M. K. Panduranga Setty, president, Rashtreeya Shikshana Samithi Trust (RSST). 
“Educating students and researchers on how to work most effectively with industry-leading electronic 
design tools will ensure industry-proficient engineers and accelerate the growth of India's already 
growing electronic industry.”  
“Access to Mentor technology will greatly benefit our students,” said Venkatesh Prasad, CEO, RV-
VLSI Design Center. "Working on industry standard technologies and platforms will enhance the 
learning experience and make them industry-ready”  
“India has become a powerhouse for the world’s electronics industry, fueled by its track record of 
producing highly skilled engineers,” said Ian Burgess, development manager for Mentor’s Higher 
Education Program. “Schools that incorporate leading design methodologies and tools into their 
academic programs provide a valuable service to both their students and the industry as a whole. 
Students with experience in the latest technologies have a distinct advantage in the industry. And as the 
market in India grows, electronics companies will have access to new productive graduates who can 
make a key contribution from day one.”  

About Mentor’s Higher Education Program 
The Mentor Graphics Higher Education Program (HEP) provides leading edge design tools and support 
to universities and colleges for classroom instruction and academic research, to ensure that engineering 
graduates enter into the industry proficient in state-of-the-art tools and methodologies. Established in 
1985, the Higher Education Program develops long term relationships with engineering colleges and 
universities around the world, and currently has more than 1,100 member colleges in 49 countries. For 
more information, please visit the HEP website: http://www.mentor.com/company/higher_ed/index.cfm.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Plastics Manufacturer CDF Chooses IFS Applications 
24 July 2007 

IFS announced that CDF Corporation, a manufacturer of liners for intermediate bulk containers, drums 
and pails, has signed a contract to implement IFS Applications™ 7 business software. 

CDF will deploy the full IFS Applications enterprise suite at its headquarters and manufacturing 
facilities in Plymouth, Mass. The contract represents a joint effort between IFS, CDF and Corning Data 
Services, a Corning, N.Y.-based IFS partner. Corning will implement the solution for CDF. 

“IFS was chosen based on our overall comfort level with the company, and on the IFS solutions’ 
flexibility and scalability along with its ability to address our overall business requirements,” CDF CFO 
Mark Kasberg said. “Additionally, we felt very comfortable with the Corning Data Services team and 
their focus on our account.” 
“IFS is proud to be selected by CDF, and we look forward to being a part of their continuing success,” 

http://www.mentor.com/company/higher_ed/index.cfm
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said Cindy Jaudon, president and CEO of IFS North America. “IFS Applications offers powerful 
functionality for make-to-order and engineer-to-order companies. Our solutions will also offer CDF a 
degree of control over critical areas of interest to the plastics industry, including scrap management and 
review of raw material quality.” 

About CDF 
CDF Corporation is a privately held plastic manufacturing company who leads the U.S. market in 
thermoformed liners for industrial containers. CDF manufactures products ranging in size from 2.5 
gallons to 330 gallons in its Plymouth, Massachusetts ISO certified facility. 

About Corning Data Services Inc. 
Since 1980, Corning Data Services Inc. (CDS) has delivered complete solutions to meet our customers' 
needs. For over 25 years, our certified staff of seasoned professionals have proven that "Experience 
Matters®."  

Click here to return to Contents 

Siemens Water Technologies Chooses Domain to Implement Agile PLM Solution 
16 July 2007 

Domain Systems, Inc has been retained by Siemens Water Technologies (SWT) to implement Agile 
PLM Software. Included in the implementation will be the imaging and migration of several hundred 
thousand physical drawings and documents which will be controlled and accessed using Agile’s content 
management functionality. Siemens Water Technologies (SWT) is the world-leading water and 
wastewater treatment company providing the most comprehensive water treatment systems and services 
for industrial, institutional and municipal customers. Siemens contracted with Domain to implement 
Agile 9.2, the latest version of Agile’s PLM enterprise solution for managing the enterprise product 
record throughout the product lifecycle 

Siemens was looking for an immediate solution to help manage and make accessible a multitude of 
drawings from several sources including electronic, paper, aperture cards and microfilm. The choice of a 
reliable and experienced implementation partner was critical because it focuses on the company’s stored 
corporate knowledge base. Work processes will also be examined, improved and implemented to enable 
rapid reuse and time to market which will result in higher productivity, reduced development cycles and 
reduced cost on the bottom line while improving quality. 

“Customers are attracted to Domain for our legacy of success and no nonsense get-it-done approach 
which utilizes a deep, broad experience base. In the case of SWT, Domain was a natural choice given 
our complimentary experience with Enterprise Document Management; an additional major component 
required for this solution.” says Randy Pettit, Domain President. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Spectral Response Upgrades to Valor’s vPlan for DFM and Machine Programming 
24 July 2007 

Valor Computerized Systems Ltd has been awarded an upgrade contract by Spectral Response, Inc. to 
provide vPlan – Valor’s next-generation, enterprise-level process engineering software solution for 

http://www.domainsi.com/
http://www.siemens.com/water
http://www.valor.com/
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electronics assembly.  
vPlan will enable Spectral Response to achieve faster transition from NPI to full production with 
coverage for all their production lines, including Siemens, Fuji, Universal and Panasonic machines, and 
will also help them to increase OEE (Overall Equipment Effectiveness) through new breakthroughs in 
process automation. 
Spectral Response, a US-based Electronic Manufacturing Services (EMS) provider, has already been 
using Trilogy 5000 – Valor’s first-generation NPI solution. The upgrade to vPlan will put Spectral 
Response at the forefront of technology with new capabilities such as auto-generation of machine shapes 
from Valor’s Part Library (VPL). 
 vPlan is a solution for synchronized process engineering in an easy to use package. It is a single 
solution that delivers a complete, seamless engineering process from CAD to machine, covering SMT, 
Through Hole Technology and manual assembly. It also delivers complete comprehensive and 
synchronized Manufacturing Process Definitions (MPD) to the production floor, and automatically 
generates machine specific libraries on demand (registered patent).  

Click here to return to Contents 

Synopsys and RV-VLSI Design Center Collaborate to Develop Advanced IC Design Training 
Programs 
25 July 2007 

Synopsys, Inc. and RV-VLSI Design Center, an institute providing advanced VLSI training in India, 
announced that they are collaborating to develop and deliver specialized IC design content for the 
purpose of classroom instruction, training, and research to help advance the circuit design and 
fabrication knowledge of today’s engineering graduates. As part of the collaboration, RV-VLSI Design 
will receive a comprehensive suite of Synopsys electronic design software solutions and custom 
courseware through the Synopsys Worldwide University Program. New IC design courseware and 
training programs will be created to better prepare India’s growing engineering talent pool to meet the 
specific needs of the semiconductor industry.  

“This strategic relationship with Synopsys will enable the training of a new generation of technology 
specialists,” said Mr. Venkatesh Prasad, CEO, RV-VLSI Design Center. “Access to Synopsys’ software 
solutions is critical to training our students and researchers on modern methods and techniques used by 
industry professionals to solve the complex design problems faced by the industry today.”  

“Synopsys is committed to helping advance the Indian semiconductor industry by providing a pool of 
well-trained engineering professionals armed with the specific knowledge they need to be immediately 
effective upon initial hire,” said Mr. Subhash Bal, director, India Sales, Synopsys. “Working closely 
with RV-VLSI Design Center to deliver custom IC education and training programs achieves this goal.”  

About Synopsys’ Worldwide University Program  
The Synopsys Worldwide University Program has been providing technology-leading electronic design 
automation (EDA) tools and resources for teaching and academic research since 1986. Universities and 
research institutions enrolled in the program receive state-of-the-art, commercial-grade EDA tools, 
training and technology to support education, enable academic research, foster innovation, and promote 
careers in microelectronic design. Visit Synopsys Worldwide University Program online at 
http://www.synopsys.com/partners/univprograms.html  

http://www.synopsys.com/
http://www.synopsys.com/partners/univprograms.html
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About RV-VLSI Design Center  
Rashtreeya Shikshana Samithi Trust (RSST), established in 1940, is the name behind the reputed RV 
Group of Institutions, one of the foremost providers of quality education in the state of Karnataka, India. 
It manages 24 educational institutions and has taken the initiative to establish the RV-VLSI Design 
Center in Jayanagar, Bangalore. The primary mission of this center is to impart industry-centric 
advanced programs in VLSI to the vast available talent pool in India, creating a steady stream of 
professionals who are qualified to join the workforce as effective design team members in the 
semiconductor industry. The center is equipped with the latest in computing technology and EDA 
software and provides 24x7 access to the design laboratories to facilitate a flexible learning schedule.  
For more information please visit: www.rv-vlsi.com or call 011-9180-G0-RV-VLSI (011-9180-40-78-
8574)  

Click here to return to Contents 

Taifatech Uses Cadence RF Kit to Reduce Their Wireless Chip Development Time by 30 Percent 
24 July 2007 

Taifatech announced they have achieved a 30 percent reduction in development time on their wireless 
Ultra-wideband (UWB) chip design cycle using the Cadence Design Systems, Inc. RF (Radio 
Frequency) Design Methodology Kit. UWB wireless technology is used for transmitting information 
spread over a large bandwidth ( > 500 MHz) and its main applications are in the wireless, consumer 
electronics and personal-computer markets.  

"The Cadence RF Design Methodology Kit with its associated reference design and proven 
methodologies reduced our Ultra-wideband chip development time by 30 percent," said John Chang, 
CTO, Taifatech. "The RF Kit has given our designers the benefit of a single solution from the front-end 
to the back-end of the entire chip design flow and has allowed us to adopt RF design flows across 
multiple engineering groups for maximum productivity and with minimal risk."  

Architecture-design tradeoffs and component sizing for performance consideration can be evaluated and 
checked easily much earlier in the design process. The multi-domain and multi-level co-simulation 
design environment can enable designers to handle complicated system-on-chip (SOC) design more 
effectively, and bugs can be identified and fixed at the early stages.  

"Customers such as Taifatech continue to meet the new and challenging market demands for wireless 
ICs at lower costs and within shorter timeframes," said Craig Johnson, corporate vice president for 
Marketing and Strategy at Cadence. "Our kits approach enables customers to be more efficient by 
increasing schedule predictability and focusing the application of Cadence technology to address 
customers' specific design challenges."  

The RF Kit includes an 802.11 b/g WLAN transceiver reference design, a full suite of RF verification 
IP, test and simulation plans, and applicability consulting to map the RF design and analysis 
methodologies. The Kit focuses on front-to-back RFIC design addressing behavioral modeling, circuit 
simulation, layout, parasitic extraction and resimulation, noise analysis and inductor synthesis. It also 
incorporates methodologies for IC verification within a system context, leveraging system-level models 
and testbenches for use by designers in the IC environment. More information about the Cadence RF 
Design Methodology Kit is available at http://www.cadence.com/products/kits/.  

Cadence Kits  

http://www.rv-vlsi.com/
http://www.taifatech.com/
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Cadence Kits enable IC designers to accelerate technology-specific product development and address 
design challenges in EDA technology segments such as analog-mixed signal, system-in-package (SiP), 
coverage-driven functional verification, and radio-frequency integrated circuits (RFIC). By using these 
Cadence Kits, customers can focus more of their design resources on design differentiation rather than 
developing design infrastructure.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Tricorn Contributes to Quality and Efficiency at KW Engineering 
30 May 2007 

Metalwork and mechanisms manufactured by Poole based KW Engineering Ltd are used in a variety of 
aircraft cabin applications. 

Formed in 1983 by Keith Ward, the company has built its reputation as a subcontractor on the consistent 
production of high quality precision parts. In addition to its aerospace business, it also produces 
components in high volume for medical applications. Earning and maintaining supplier approval is 
crucial to the success of the business, which has now reached a turnover of £2 million. Most recently the 
company has gained approval from Airbus, to add to its approvals from Flight Refuelling and Eaton 
Aerospace.  

Effective job and quality management is an essential element in the obtaining of approvals. Keith Ward 
said, “A decade ago we installed a bespoke job management system but, as our requirements evolved, it 
became very labour intensive and had insufficient reporting capabilities, leading us to install Tricorn’s 
Job Processing Software and ISO Quality Software. We considered developing another bespoke 
solution, but found that the Tricorn system already had the features we were looking for.” 

The first big improvement for KW Engineering was in stock control. Aerospace parts require 
traceability and frequently use very specialist materials. Keith Ward continued, “When we installed 
Tricorn we carried out a thorough inventory check giving us more visible and accurate information. 
Now, bar code recording of goods received notes and stock movements ensure that we use offcuts, and 
that stock levels are live and accurate. The system also gives us information about the latest material 
price, which helps us to be consistent over costs. The net result is that we are ordering significantly less 
material.” For some of its high volume components, KW Engineering makes parts for stock. The Tricorn 
system allows parts to be called off to meet a delivery schedule and advises if sufficient parts are already 
available to complete an order. Similarly, the system will also manage minimum stock levels, 
automatically indicating when additional works orders need to be placed. 

Administrative workload has eased with the introduction of the software. Once a quotation becomes an 
order, all the relevant data is automatically transferred into the production module and the necessary job 
cards are created. KW Engineering has over 400 active works orders at any one time so this saves a 
significant amount of effort. Bar code readers monitor the progress of parts through the factory, this 
makes it easy for the company to produce a job status report for customers. It also adds bar codes to 
delivery notes, making it possible for its customers to record the arrival of components in their own 
management systems, further increasing their satisfaction levels. Keith Ward added, “ We plan to 
increase the company turnover by 50% over the next four years. The Tricorn system gives us the 
capacity to do this without a proportionate increase in our administrative overheads.”  
The Tricorn ISO Quality Software has played a valuable role in achieving aerospace approvals. The 
system will generate reject notes and non-conformance reports, as well as documentation detailing any 
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preventative or corrective action. Tricorn also includes a complete calibration database. This enables 
KW Engineering to have a list of duties each day to ensure that procedures, audits and equipment are 
always compliant. Other tools allow the company to keep records of employee training and to monitor 
supplier performance. Keith Ward said, “Our aerospace customers found our ability to securely approve 
our suppliers was an important factor in their approval process.” He concluded, “Having put significant 
effort into the implementation of the Tricorn software, we are now starting to reap the rewards. It will 
have a positive impact on our profitability over the long-term by improving our operational efficiency, 
enabling us to present ourselves more professionally and providing the management reports we need.”  

About Tricorn Systems 
A British company based in Farnham, Surrey, Tricorn Systems is the developer of its Tricorn Job 
Processing Software, Tricorn ISO 9001 Quality Management System and Tricorn RTS graphical 
scheduling and production planning system and is also a Microsoft Partner. Used by hundreds of 
companies across the UK, the software packages are aimed at increasing productivity and profitability 
for SMEs by providing accurate information about business processes. The company first launched its 
Job Processing Software in 1989, and since then has had a continual programme of development fuelled 
by close collaboration with its customers. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Product News 
Apriso Announces General Availability of FlexNet 9.4 
24 July 2007 

Apriso Corporation announced general availability of FlexNet® 9.4, the new standard for their business 
process-centric operations execution solution. Upgraded FlexNet applications include Business Process 
Builder 2.0, Quality Management 2.1, and Machine Integrator 2.0. These upgraded applications within 
Apriso’s Operations Execution System (OES) work in concert to deliver improved performance, 
expanded user visibility and real-time integration capabilities.  
MBDA (http://www.mbda-systems.com/), a leading global missile manufacturer jointly owned by BAE 
Systems, EADS and Finmeccanica, is using the enhanced features of FlexNet 9.4 to shorten their 
process lifecycle workflows between their Manufacturing Execution System (MES) and their UGS 
TeamCenter PLM system. The “as-designed” product component definitions, routings, specifications 
and Bill of Materials (BOMs) are now collectively used to author detailed procedures and work 
instructions.  
This manufacturer’s globally integrated MES and PLM systems track product characteristics against 
specifications, including “as-built” genealogy, to improve overall visibility into production processes 
and the supply chain. This information is then fed into their SAP ERP system, adding “as-planned” 
materials and orders data, and is available through FlexNet for the engineering and production staff. The 
result is a continuous process improvement cycle that optimizes product design, resource allocation and 
tooling configuration.  
“We have leveraged the strong integration between FlexNet Production and Quality execution with our 
engineering PLM and ERP data. We can quickly locate prior work instructions from previous processes 
to reuse them, significantly reducing our paperwork and quality cost,” explained Jeremie Ropero, IT 
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project Manager of MBDA. “Our method engineers now easily incorporate FlexNet standard operations 
containing best practices into new production processes. The graphic user interface is used to adjust 
specific business logic flows and hides the actual IT complexity.”  
As part of a manufacturer’s IT architecture, Apriso’s solution is an enterprise level application that 
implements, manages and optimizes business processes for manufacturing operations. Starting at the 
Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC) automation layer, Apriso FlexNet directs production, warehouse 
and quality execution functions within established business processes. By gathering and monitoring 
actionable machine data, in real-time, that supports production adjustments and provides “as-built” 
product data to PLM systems, Apriso establishes a collaborative environment, providing access to 
valuable production data from the shop floor to Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) and Product 
Lifecycle Management (PLM) programs.  
Recognizing the need for real-time integration and improved flexibility between business, production 
and engineering systems, Apriso has improved the design, performance and integration capabilities of 
FlexNet. With this release, manufacturers can improve the monitoring of their global operations by 
providing production performance metrics from the machine to the enterprise layer – immediately via an 
actionable dashboard – achieving planned production metrics with far greater accuracy. Unlike rigid 
MES systems operating as ‘silos’ at the plant level, Apriso’s OES supports real-time global visibility 
and control, and optimizes product design (PLM) and business strategy decisions (ERP) while 
contributing to faster new product introductions and shorter time-to-global market.  
Several technological improvements are included within this new release of FlexNet, continuing 
Apriso’s mission to enable improved systems integration, capable of continued adaptation while 
providing global visibility and control across manufacturing operations. A partial listing of 
improvements includes:  

• An architecture that supports 64-bit processing, with business process authoring capabilities that 
leverage the benefits of Microsoft .NET 2.0 and 3.0  

• Improved usability with simplified navigation, keyboard shortcuts, wizards and drag & drop 
functionality  

• Expanded integration with automation equipment and PLC controllers supports driving the PLC 
automation layer, in real-time  

• Support for Microsoft Office 2007 and the Microsoft Windows Vista operating system  

With FlexNet 9.4, it is now possible to better aggregate production performance metrics into a single 
data infrastructure, greatly simplifying the task of compiling, measuring and adjusting performance 
indicators for global distributed operations to optimize production and minimize waste, as part of lean 
and other continuous improvement initiatives.  

“The customer, partner and analyst feedback we receive continues to drive our product development to 
provide better collaboration, flexibility and communications on a global basis, between manufacturing 
systems and business processes,” states Jim Henderson, president and CEO of Apriso. “The 
improvements included within FlexNet 9.4 address these challenges with improved visibility, flexibility 
and global integration capabilities, providing a stronger value and enhanced ROA proposition for our 
customers.”  

Click here to return to Contents 
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BigLever Software and Telelogic Partner to Deliver the Industry’s First Integrated Model-Driven 
Development and Software Product Line Solution 
23 July 2007 

BigLever Software™, a leading provider of software product line development tools and services, and 
Telelogic® announced the creation of a partnership aimed at meeting customer demand for the 
integration of model-driven development™ (MDD™) and software product line (SPL) technologies. 
With the unified capabilities of Telelogic’s Rhapsody® MDD solution and BigLever’s Gears™ SPL 
solution, both companies’ customers can realize major improvements in time-to-market, combined with 
the productivity gains of MDD and the dramatic increases in portfolio scalability delivered by SPL 
approaches.  

The Telelogic Rhapsody/BigLever Gears Bridge solution is the industry’s first convergence of these 
synergistic technologies. While MDD technology provides a powerful enabler for the rapid development 
of individual products within a product line, as well as greater conceptual clarity for the maintenance 
and evolution of those products over time, companies face complex challenges in managing product 
diversity across a product line. Software product line methods and tools are specifically designed to 
provide these essential capabilities. The integration of MDD and SPL technologies provides a simple, 
elegant new approach that enables companies to effectively incorporate the management of product 
diversity into their MDD processes.  

“The embedded/real-time software industry clearly recognizes the value of MDD and the resulting 
productivity and quality gains,” said Greg Sikes, executive vice president, Modeling Solutions at 
Telelogic. “The integration of Telelogic Rhapsody, and its support of MDD, with BigLever’s Gears, and 
its support of SPL, provides the embedded/real-time software development community with another 
major advancement in the ability to develop, maintain, and leverage reusable software assets.”  

“As emerging SPL technologies have evolved, MDD has remained an under-served part of the SPL 
portfolio development lifecycle,” said Charles Krueger, chief executive officer of BigLever Software. 
“Telelogic and BigLever joined forces to address this problem at the request of a mutual customer and 
soon discovered much broader market demand for integrating these innovative technologies. This wide-
spread market interest combined with Telelogic’s MDD experience and perspective and BigLever’s SPL 
expertise and new generation methods created just the right confluence of ideas and demand to drive the 
convergence of MDD and SPL. This partnership will allow Telelogic and BigLever to deliver a leading-
edge solution uniquely designed to embrace MDD as an integral part of SPL practice.”  

With this integration, development organizations can achieve significant productivity gains and 
heightened efficiency from utilizing: 1) Rhapsody MDD models, rather than working with traditional 
source code, and 2) Gears’ SPL consolidation and automated production capabilities, rather than 
creating cloned copies of MDD models for each product or building “one-size-fits-all” software for all 
products. This new level of efficiency enables companies to deliver more new products faster, while 
reducing the development effort and optimizing product quality.  

BigLever Software’s software product line solution, Gears, addresses the challenges of engineering 
software for a portfolio of similar products. Gears provides an approach that shifts the development 
focus from a multitude of products to a single software production line capable of automatically 
producing all of the products in a portfolio. Gears can be used in any or all stages of the portfolio 
development lifecycle, from requirements to development, testing and deployment.  

Click here to return to Contents 
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CoCreate Attains Gold Certified Partner Status in Microsoft Partner Program 
26 July 2007 

CoCreate Software, Inc. announced it has attained Gold Certified Partner status in the Microsoft Partner 
Program with a competency in ISV/Software Solutions, recognizing CoCreate's expertise and impact in 
the technology marketplace. 
As a Gold Certified Partner, CoCreate has demonstrated expertise with Microsoft technologies and 
proven ability to meet customers' needs. Microsoft Gold Certified Partners receive a rich set of benefits, 
including access, training and support, giving them a competitive advantage in the channel. 

CoCreate's software for 3D product development and product lifecycle management (PLM) equips 
design and manufacturing companies with remarkable speed, flexibility and responsiveness to change 
within their engineering and business processes. 

Microsoft technologies are critical innovation-enabling infrastructure to the CoCreate OneSpace Suite, 
which offers a complete solution for 3D CAD, integrated data management and streamlined business 
processes. Using a lightweight and open approach, CoCreate leverages customers' existing IT 
investments to create an interconnected product lifecycle management process across product planning, 
product development and manufacturing. 

"As a Gold Certified ISV Partner managed by Microsoft's Manufacturing Industry Solutions team, we 
now have the closest working relationship with Microsoft and the highest level of expertise with 
Microsoft technologies," said William M. Gascoigne, CoCreate CEO. "Gold Certified Partner status 
allows us to publicly highlight our expertise and relationship with Microsoft to the market, and to 
leverage new resources that help us enhance our offerings to customers within the high-tech electronics 
and machinery industry." 

"Customers are looking for partner companies that can bridge the gap between their business demands 
and technology capabilities," said Allison Watson, vice president of the Worldwide Partner Sales and 
Marketing Group at Microsoft Corp. "They need to trust in a company that can act as an expert adviser 
for their long-term strategic technology plans. Microsoft Gold Certified Partners, which have certified 
expertise and direct training and support from Microsoft, can build a positive customer experience with 
our technologies. Today, Microsoft recognizes CoCreate as a new Gold Certified Partner for 
demonstrating its expertise providing customer satisfaction using Microsoft products and technology." 

As one of the requirements for attaining Gold Certified Partner status, CoCreate had to declare a 
Microsoft Competency. Microsoft Competencies are designed to help differentiate a partner's 
capabilities with specific Microsoft technologies to customers looking for a particular type of solution. 
Each competency has a unique set of requirements and benefits, formulated to accurately represent the 
specific skills and services that partners bring to the technology industry. 

The ISV/Software Solutions Competency recognizes the skill and focus partners bring to a particular 
solution set. Microsoft Gold Certified Partners that have obtained this competency have a successful 
record of developing and marketing packed software based on Microsoft technologies. 

"Solutions competencies are an important way for Microsoft to better enable ISVs to meet customer 
needs," said Sanjay Parthasarathy, corporate vice president of the Developer & Platform Evangelism 
Group at Microsoft. "They allow ISVs to keep and win customers through their deep knowledge of 
solutions-based Microsoft platform technologies. Microsoft has a long history of working closely with 
ISV partners to help them deliver compelling solutions and applications to our mutual customers, and 
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the Microsoft Competencies are an important step in continuing to enhance vital relationships with ISVs 
worldwide." 
The Microsoft Partner Program was launched in October 2003 and represents Microsoft's ongoing 
commitment to the success of partners worldwide. The program offers a single, integrated partnering 
framework that recognizes partner expertise, rewards the total impact that partners have in the 
technology marketplace, and delivers more value to help partners' businesses be successful. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Domain Teams With Agile & IBM 
23 July 2007 

Domain Systems, Inc has teamed with Both IBM and Agile in a collaboration that brings to market the 
ability to manage the software content in products across the lifecycle. While most PLM tools do a good 
job of integrating information drawn from mechanical and electrical engineering domains, they typically 
don't address the software engineering domain. With Domain Systems new integrated adapter, 
manufacturers can now track defects and do integrated change management across all engineering 
disciplines, now to include software development. 

Domain’s new Agile/IBM Rational Unified Change Management Solution combines Oracle’s Agile 
PLM with the IBM Rational Software Development Platform, with an initial focus on IBM Rational 
ClearQuest™, to allow customers better insight, predictability and control over their product 
development process. The integrated solution will help organizations improve product quality and 
shorten time to market. 

Additional benefits include: 

• Enhanced and extended collaboration among engineers involved in the product development 
process 

• Greater visibility into software engineering, earlier in the development process 

• Improved change management efficiency 

• Compliance with governmental and industry regulations and initiatives including ISO-9001:2000 
and CMMI. 

The solution will be marketed jointly by IBM, Agile, and Domain targeting market verticals such as 
automotive, high technology, consumer products, medical devices, and others that increasingly make use 
of software. Domain was chosen to partner with Agile and IBM because it has long been the innovation 
leader in Agile integration adapters. Examples of existing Domain adapters include integrations to SAP 
and SAP XI, Macola, ORCAD/CIS, Mentor/DXDatabooks, JDE, etc.  
“This new adapter creates a much needed bridge from PLM to the software development environment 
allowing the product record to now be more fully utilized” Says Domain President Randy Pettit. “With 
this new tool, software issues can originate from either Agile or a Rational tool like ClearQuest and be 
tracked, controlled and resolved with visibility and access across the enterprise.” 
“Agile has deep knowledge of collaboration and change management, particularly in the electronics and 
high tech and life sciences industries. These industries face time and economic pressures to ensure that 
they get quality products out quickly and efficiently,” said Jay Fulcher, Agile CEO and president. “This 
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joint offering is part of Agile’s concerted effort to focus on aligning ourselves with the best and the 
brightest. The combined result—managing software change management, along with hardware 
changes—gives global organizations a unique and competitive advantage.” 
“Combining hardware and software change management into a single, integrated solution is a significant 
step for the future of PLM,” said Scott Hebner, vice president of marketing and strategy, IBM Rational 
Software. “Our work with Agile Software underscores the value organizations can achieve by governing 
IT operations from development through product delivery.” 
Domain’s first customer delivery of the Agile/IBM Unified Change Management adapter is nearing 
completion.  

Click here to return to Contents 

ESI Group CFD-ACE+ Offers Faster Solution for Multiphysics Modeling 
23 July 2007 

ESI Group released version 2007.2 of its multiphysics software CFD-ACE+, The V2007.2 release 
supplements the October release of V2007.0 with significant product enhancements and more than fifty 
maintenance requests offering increased accuracy, robustness and efficiency. The shorter development 
cycle is implemented to better serve our customers as they can immediately take advantage of the new 
features and their benefits. 

Simulation of turbomachinery such as fans, compressors and pumps has long been a challenge because 
of their inherent design of moving and stationery components requiring them to be solved under 
computationally expensive transient condition. CFD-ACE+ V2007.2 employs Multiple Reference Frame 
(MRF) to solve turbo characteristics in a steady state manner without the need to physically rotate the 
parts. This advancement provides quick and accurate results to evaluate different design alternatives 
even before the physical prototype is built.  

Volume of Free Surfaces (VOF) for unstructured meshes eliminates the requirement of structured mesh 
for complex geometries. The automatic nature of the techniques used to create unstructured meshes 
saves user’s time and effort, and, since in many cases an unstructured mesh contains many fewer cells 
than the corresponding hexahedral grid, time to solution can be faster. This feature will benefit users of 
free surface applications in large scale applications, where surface tension is not important, such as the 
marine and consumer packaging industries.  

Fast Time Stepping Scheme, a major solver enhancement, allows faster solution for complex and 
expensive transient problems. This scheme precludes multiple global iterations (the iterations wrapped 
around the entire set of equations) within each time-step. Instead, a number of sub-iterations are 
performed on individual equations followed by a single global iteration to obtain a solution. Using one 
global iteration rather than tens or hundreds drastically reduces the amount of CPU time needed for each 
timestep.  

“Increasing functionality and increasing productivity has always been our goal. The new features of 
V2007.2 are a strong reflection of that target; our team has invested significant time in listening to 
customer needs and has implemented the features they requested. While the new computing 
methodology provides a leap in performance, features like MRF drive down the simulation time and 
cost” says Richard Thoms, ESI group’s CFD Product Manager. 
Among other additional functionalities V2007.2 offers: 
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• Electrochemistry improvements for electroplating and fuel cell applications  

• Enhancement in electromagnetic user sub routines for semiconductor customers  

• The addition of Detached Eddy Simulation (DES) and v2f turbulence models  

• A new transition turbulence model for more accuracy with transitional flows  
CFD-ACE+ V2007.2 is available for immediate shipment. For product configuration and pricing 
information, please email Sri Nagarajan at info.cfd@esi-group-na.com  

Click here to return to Contents 

IBM Launches Enhanced Maximo Industry Solution for Chemicals and Petroleum 
23 July 2007 
IBM announced an expansion of its support for the Chemicals and Petroleum markets with new 
offerings designed to help companies meet reserve and production targets, while reducing costs and 
maintaining safety and environmental standards.  
IBM Maximo for Oil and Gas has received considerable focus by IBM in the past year to address the 
rapidly changing needs of customers in this market. IBM acquired MRO Software, which developed the 
original solution, in October 2006. Enterprise Asset Management (EAM) is part of IBM Tivoli's overall 
service management strategy and portfolio.  
"The resources IBM has added since the acquisition less than a year ago, in the form of developers and 
industry experts, have greatly accelerated the delivery time frames for these industry updates," said Jack 
Young, Vice President, Maximo Development, IBM Tivoli Software. "As a result of the work we've 
done with our many Oil and Gas customers and other experts, we've enhanced the deep functionality 
that these companies need to better manage the range of assets associated with the industry -- from 
offshore rigs to refineries, pipelines, facilities, and transportation and IT assets."  
Chemical and petroleum industries managing their operations and energy portfolios face tough business 
challenges -- including maintaining equipment reliability, increasing asset utilization and improving 
operational integrity, performance and safety. By working closely with the chemicals and petroleum 
industry, IBM has enhanced its industry-leading asset and service management solution to help 
companies better addresses these challenges.  
The solution delivers asset management capabilities with an emphasis on safe and reliable operations 
and organizational learning and improvement. New modules record, track and investigate incidents and 
defects during plant operation and maintenance, evaluate the business benefits of new deployments, and 
document proven solutions and lessons learned by an organization while recording suggestions for 
improvements.  
These features, which were added based on input from successful deployments and industry experts, 
combine critical functionality with field-tested implementation experience from chemicals and 
petroleum companies.  
"Organizations today are in need of some drastic changes to deal with the fast pace of business. Certain 
processes are required to deal with this and the first one is to empower the workforce to eliminate 
defects," said Winston Ledet, creator of the Manufacturing Game and Principal of Ledet Enterprises, 
Inc. "The goal is to move operating domains from regressive to world class and building defect action 
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teams is one way of doing this. I see this solution as both addressing the defect issue as well as the 
organizational issue."  
Among the more than 200 oil and gas companies using IBM Maximo, are seven of the ten largest oil and 
gas companies in the world. IBM's Oil & Gas Advisory council members include BP, China National 
Offshore Oil Co., Abu Dhabi National Oil Company, Kuwait National Petroleum Company, Flint Hills 
Resources, Occidental, Chevron, and Syncrude. The Company's asset and service management solutions 
support the chemicals and petroleum industries in many areas including both upstream and downstream 
operations in the oil and gas industry and processing operations in the chemicals industry.  
At the 21st annual Maximo User Group meeting, Maximo World, more than 1,600 users gathered to 
share industry best practices and ideas for driving greater efficiency and cost-savings through asset and 
service management, while learning about upcoming product enhancements to the IBM Maximo 
portfolio.  
Additional information on IBM's Maximo can be found at http://www.maximo.com/.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Innovative Silicon Joins Cadence OpenChoice IP Program 
24 July 2007 

Innovative Silicon (ISi), the developer of Z-RAM® ultra-dense memory intellectual property (IP), 
announced that it has joined the Cadence Design Systems Inc. OpenChoice IP Program. The program is 
designed to ease the process of integrating IP, such as ISI’s Z-RAM, into SoC designs.  

"ISi’s Z-RAM provides SoC designers with speed, density and power advantages that aren’t available 
with other memory solutions,” said Michael Horne, group director of IP & EDA Alliances, at Cadence. 
“We truly see the advantage of integrating this IP solution into our common customers' designs, 
particularly as they head to 65-nanometer-and-below SOI implementations. Accordingly, we welcome 
ISi and its Z-RAM memory technology into our OpenChoice IP Program.”  

“ISi recognizes that links to leading EDA tools are just as important as delivering a world-class memory 
technology,” said Jeff Lewis, VP of Marketing at ISi. “We recognize Cadence as a leader in its market 
space, and we are delighted to be joining the Cadence OpenChoice IP Program at this time.”  

About the Cadence OpenChoice IP Program  
Since the OpenChoice IP Program's inception in 2004, more than 35 quality IP providers have signed up 
to offer customers the latest technologies in both verification and design IP, optimized for Cadence 
flows. The Cadence OpenChoice IP Program promotes the offerings of Cadence IP partners who build, 
validate, and deliver accurate models optimized for Cadence design and verification solutions. The 
program enhances IP quality and provides the semiconductor industry with access to optimized IP 
through a complete IP catalog. This optimizes the electronics-design chain and accelerates customer 
time to market.  

Click here to return to Contents 
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Intergraph SmartPlant® Enterprise for Owner Operators Gains ''Powered by SAP NetWeaver®'' 
Qualification; Certified integration enhances data synchronization and interoperability for owner 
operators 
24 July 2007 

Intergraph SmartPlant® Enterprise for Owner Operators version 3.8, a preconfigured engineering 
automation environment for plant operators, has gained “Powered by SAP NetWeaver®” qualification 
from SAP AG.  
SmartPlant Enterprise for Owner Operators exploits the power of the SAP NetWeaver platform to help 
ensure data synchronization and interoperability between Intergraph’s plant engineering automation 
suite and the enterprise asset management capabilities of the SAP® Service and Asset Management. 
SmartPlant Enterprise used with SAP Service and Asset Management (through integration with SAP 
ERP Release 6.0) helps ensure synchronization between the plant engineering and plant maintenance 
environments employing best-practice plant management of change-work processes.  

The SAP Integration and Certification Center has certified that SmartPlant Enterprise for Owner 
Operators properly integrates with the SAP NetWeaver Exchange Infrastructure (SAP NetWeaver XI) 
component of the SAP NetWeaver platform to exchange critical data with instances of the SAP Business 
Suite family of solutions and is integrated successfully with business functions exposed through the SAP 
NetWeaver Portal.  

SmartPlant Enterprise for Owner Operators will deliver preconfigured, best practice work processes for 
plant operators. Plant Engineering Management of Change will be an important business package within 
the SmartPlant Enterprise for Owner Operators solutions, facilitating the tracking of changes from the 
initial recommendation through the plant engineering review and approval process to final 
implementation, providing a complete audit trail. Users will work between SmartPlant Enterprise tools 
from Intergraph and SAP Service and Asset Management via a role-based instance of the SAP 
NetWeaver Portal. As-built changes will be automatically synchronized between SAP Service and Asset 
Management and SmartPlant Enterprise.  

“Interoperability requires openness, which is why the achievement of Powered by SAP NetWeaver 
status of SmartPlant Enterprise for Owner Operators is an important milestone for Intergraph,” said 
Patrick Holcomb, executive vice president, Intergraph Process, Power & Marine. “This solution 
addresses the fundamental need for owner operators to achieve ongoing consistency between the ever-
changing engineering design basis of a plant, and the critical plant operations management systems like 
those that use SAP applications. SmartPlant Enterprise for Owner Operators will help make this process 
more transparent and easier to perform, while providing a complete audit trail.”  

The SmartPlant Enterprise for Owner Operators solutions are scheduled to be released in phases 
beginning in Q4 2007. The initial plant software release will include business packages covering 
Management of Change, Plant Maintenance browser, Plant Engineering browser, Plant Breakdown 
Structure and Tag Management, Document Management and Conceptual Engineering.  

An extensive range of business packages for optimizing plant efficiency is envisioned to follow, 
including:  

For the operating plant:  

• Plant Engineering Assistant  
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• Engineering Assistant for Plant Maintenance  

• Engineering Assistant for Reliability  

• Engineering Assistant for Plant Operations Management  

• Engineering Assistant for Plant Safety  

• Brownfield/Greenfield data exchange, collection, transformation and loading  
For capital projects:  

• Management of Change (Projects)  

• Management of Non-conformities/Waivers  

• Technical Queries  

• Interface Management  

• Risk Management  

• Completions and Start-up  
The SAP NetWeaver platform powers the SAP Business Suite family of applications, SAP xApps™ 
packaged composite applications, and solutions such as SmartPlant Enterprise for Owner Operators 
from Intergraph. SAP NetWeaver unifies integration technologies into a single platform and is pre-
integrated with business applications, enabling change and reducing the need for custom integration.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Jazz Semiconductor Teams with Cadence on Support for Cadence Rf and AMS Design Kits 
23 July 2007 

Cadence Design Systems, Inc and Jazz Semiconductor, Inc. announced silicon validation collaboration 
on the Cadence® Radio Frequency (RF) Design Methodology and Analog Mixed-Signal (AMS) 
Methodology Kits. Jazz supports the Cadence application-specific design and methodology kits based 
on the Cadence Virtuoso® custom design platform (both IC 6.1 and IC 5.1.41 releases). By supporting 
both the RF and AMS Kits, joint customers have access to RF, analog and digital design technology to 
help them streamline the design of complex mixed-signal chips.  

Jazz's Analog-Mixed-Signal Process Design Kits (JAMS PDKs), based on its 0.18-micron Silicon 
Germanium (SiGe) process (SBC18), now support the Cadence technology and usage models prescribed 
in the Cadence application-specific kits with the intent to extend the collaboration to the Jazz SiGe 0.13-
micron (SBL13 and SBC13) process family. The Cadence Kits initiative provides support for Cadence 
tools and flows and serves as an excellent vehicle which helps align the entire design team for a 
streamlined design cycle and faster time-to-market. Cadence will help mutual customers overcome key 
wireless design challenges by providing them with realistic design examples for applying tools correctly 
to design problems. In addition, Jazz will provide training specific to their PDKs to ensure customers 
continue to leverage the Jazz state-of-the-art Design for Manufacturability (DFM) environment. JAMS 
PDKs provide customers with several key advantages including advanced statistical modeling tools and 
scalable pcells and models for all components including inductors through the Jazz Inductor Toolbox 
(JIT).  
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Silicon validation collaboration between Jazz and Cadence started on the Jazz SBC18 process and 
includes advanced test structures and correlation, as well as joint customer designs initially focusing on 
RF parasitic and substrate-isolation tests. The Cadence RF Design and AMS Methodology Kits act as 
vehicles to significantly tighten the design team, tools and foundry relationship, helping to identify 
issues prior to chip completion.  
"As a leading foundry for RF and analog integrated circuits, Jazz believes the Cadence RF Design and 
AMS Methodology Kits are a great vehicle for helping customers successfully implement their most 
complex designs," said Marco Racanelli, vice president of technology and engineering at Jazz 
Semiconductor. "With this collaboration, RF and analog chip designers will have the necessary tools, 
PDK, and standard cell-library enablement to achieve shorter, more predictable design cycles by 
ensuring that silicon performance matches design intent for complex mixed-signal applications."  
"We are excited to work with Jazz on a key effort to help customers in the RF and analog mixed-signal 
marketplace to improve the quality and predictability of their complex advanced devices," said Craig 
Johnson, corporate vice president for Marketing and Strategy at Cadence. "With the combination of 
Cadence RF Design and AMS Methodology Kits and Jazz's PDKs, our mutual customers greatly 
increase their chances of achieving first-silicon success."  
Cadence Kits  

Cadence Kits enable IC designers to accelerate technology-specific product development and address 
design challenges in EDA technology segments such as analog mixed signal, system-in-package, 
coverage-driven functional verification, and radio frequency integrated circuits. The Cadence Kits 
approach allows companies to quickly ramp up design infrastructures and achieve shorter, more 
predictable design cycles while focusing design resources on differentiation.  
Cadence Kits also include up to five days of applicability consulting consisting of expert-led application 
of the Kits to specific customer-design challenges. As part of the collaboration, Jazz will join the 
applicability consulting for joint customers.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Mastercam X2 Mill Delivers Power, Speed, and New Opportunities 
July 2007 

Mastercam X2 Mill introduced significant new capabilities including many 3D toolpath additions and 
enhancements, added support for SolidWorks® assembly files, Z-oscillation, and much more. 

High Speed Toolpaths 
Mastercam X2 introduces Radial and Spiral finishing toolpath styles rounding out the high speed suite.  

Rest Material functionality (initially implemented for the Rest Roughing toolpath in Mastercam X) has 
been added to high speed finishing toolpaths, except in Horizontal Area. Remaining sock can be 
calculated from a roughing tool, another operation, all operations, or from an STL file. This allows the 
Rest Material to be calculated using a variety of toolpath strategies, for maximum usefulness. 

Rib Cuts have been added to the Surface Finish Flowline, Surface Rough Flowline, and 5-Axis Flowline 
toolpaths. The rib cuts are determined by a number of slice cuts perpendicular to the flowline curves of 
the surface. When you choose the cut direction, the software will slice the flowline curves and create a 
toolpath at the midpoints of each slice. This is very useful when a single pass is desired along multiple 
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surfaces. 
“Peel Milling” delivers powerful high speed cutting to 2D projects, moving the tool in and “peeling” 
away material, layer by layer. 

Trochoidal Motion 
Trochoidal motion in high speed toolpaths assists with the machining of harder materials. Trochoidal 
motion maintains an acceptable tool load by allowing predictable tool contact with the material. This 
optimizes tool wear and reliability. Mastercam gives you the ability to control when and how the 
trochoidal motion occurs in a toolpath.  

SolidWorks Assembly Files 
Mastercam now has the capability to bring in whole SolidWorks assembly files into Mastercam. Prior to 
this, Mastercam could only import individual part files. Now, Mastercam can import SolidWorks 
.DLDASM files, which are files that reference other part files in the overall assembly. 

Additional Milling Enhancements 
Z-Oscillation contouring has been added to minimize tool wear. Z Oscillation is especially useful when 
cutting thinner materials or laminated materials.  
A scallop height calculator has been added as an additional method for automatically entering stepover 
values. 
Support for SolidEdge® V19, AutoCAD® 2007, and SolidWorks 2007. 
Mastercam will now check an operation’s tool holder for interference with the part. It calculates areas 
where there is interference between the holder and part, and tells you the minimum tool length required 
to avoid it.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Primavera® Releases Latest Version of the Industry’s Most Powerful and Easy-To-Use Project and 
Program Management Solution 
26 July 2007 

Primavera Systems, Inc. announced the immediate availability of Primavera 6.0 (P6), a new version of 
its flagship enterprise project and program management software. P6 is an integral part of the 
comprehensive Primavera solutions suite for project-driven organizations.  

New features and functionality in P6 include: 

Web-Based project management: FullyWeb-based capabilities enable quick deployment and use, and 
provide robust collaboration for planning and control.  

Highly interactive Gantt charts and screen layouts: Lightening fast drag-and-drop, timescale snap 
zoom, grouping and filters.  

An intuitive interface: Easy-to-use functionality that matches each user’s role and level of experience.  

Powerful dashboards: Delivers exactly the information needed for decision-making with full security 
and priority controls.  

Advanced management capabilities: What-if scenario modeling, portfolio analysis, capacity analysis, 
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scorecards, rich graphics and optimization functionality enable organizations to manage thousands of 
projects in a single database.  
Extended reporting and analytics: Produces operational reports and business intelligence using any 
third-party reporting tool.  
Enterprise-wide integration with SAP: Enterprises can integrate information across P6 and SAP 
systems for an accurate look at history and status (requires Primavera Inspire®).  
Risk management with Primavera PertMaster® v8: Enables users to create realistic risk scenarios 
and mitigation plans.  
“P6 is an easy-to-deploy, easy-to-use solution that enables our clients to manage the planning, execution 
and control of all of their projects, programs and portfolios,” said Joel Koppelman, CEO of Primavera. “ 
Planners, schedulers, executives and resource managers can use the software anytime, anywhere to 
collaborate and access the information they need to make decisions and do their jobs effectively. Tens of 
thousands of people can work on the same project or groups of projects simultaneously.” 
For more information on P6, including upcoming seminars and Webinars, please visit 
http://www.primavera.com/p6. 
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PROSTEP Powers Automotive Collaboration Through UGS’s Synergy Solution 
23 July 2007 

PROSTEP announced the launch of “The PROSTEP Exchange manager” (ECM), a critical technology 
bundled with the Synergy solution announced by UGS PLM Software. This new solution provides a 
Teamcenter-based collaboration infrastructure that moves beyond pure geometry transfer by 
synchronizing metadata, product structure, and property information between original equipment 
manufacturers (OEM) and suppliers. 

Suppliers are able to go online with the OEM’s PDM and select authorized design space data managed 
by the OEM. By using ECM he can execute a comparison between the supplier’s own PDM information 
and execute the synchronization process. After working on the design the supplier uses the same 
functionality for synchronizing the data back to the OEM. This process greatly improves the quality, 
level of detail, and efficiency of data exchange, while allowing the supplier to work locally on their own 
systems. 

The concept is based on the OMG Standard PLM Services and utilizes JT as an industry standard for 3D 
visual collaboration in the automotive industry. This implementation allows OEMs and suppliers to 
operate with more independence with respect to their own PLM environment and CAD systems. 

“The PROSTEP exchange manager, as part of the UGS Synergy package provides a universal access 
interface to design data stored in the OEM’s PDM system,” said Andreas Schreiber, CEO of PROSTEP 
INC. “It acts as a universal translator that transforms the many proprietary protocols and data formats 
currently in use around the world into a standard-based engineering interface, thus making the supplier 
independent from the OEM’s design infrastructure and let him really focus on the optimization of its 
own design processes.” 

Synergy customers can upgrade to PROSTEP’s OpenPDM® product suite. OpenPDM® provides 
integration tools to all popular PDM, CAD, CAE, ERP and legacy systems. With OpenPDM®, 
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customers can move, restructure and synchronize data between different vendors tools, different 
departments, and even external customers and suppliers, allowing customers to select “best in class” 
tools and not be locked into single vendor solutions. This freedom allows customers to focus on what 
they do best, and not worry about system integration concerns. 

Click here to return to Contents 

2D DESIGNER V2008 Released 
July 2007 

PROCAD announced the release of the 2D DESIGNER V2008*. This release is fully compatible with 
AutoCAD 2008 and 2007, and sets the standard for functionality in piping and electrical drafting. 

These new product features accelerate productivity, and include:  

• Ability to map to different block libraries  

• New licensing with checkout feature  

• General software enhancements  

• Customization for rating nomenclature  

• Improved specification import functionality  

To learn more about the 2D DESIGNER software and what it can do for your organization, we invite 
you to explore our demo. View it online, or download it for a free 30-day trial evaluation. 

* This release is for Windows XP and 2000 operating systems. 
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UGS PLM Software Announces “Upgrade to UGS Femap” Offer 
23 July 2007 

UGS PLM Software, a division of Siemens Automation and Drives (A&D) announced a UGS 
FemapTM software upgrade for all users of mid-market standalone FEA products including Algor, 
CosmosDesignStar and Ansys DesignSpace. Users of these products will receive a credit for a portion of 
their existing investment, seat for seat, against the cost of purchasing Femap® with UGS NXTM 
Nastran, which will potentially result in savings of up to 75 percent on the software purchase, depending 
on their current product and level.  
Transitioning to Femap provides users with access to extended simulation functionality not limited by 
more simplistic process wizards. In addition, quality results are assured through leveraging the NX® 
Nastran solver. 
“With Femap, I can make choices that other software forces upon the user, and because I can control the 
execution of analysis step-by-step, I analyze what I need and not what the software wants,” said 
Gianluca Camparini, Structural Design manager, MDT Mc Drill Technology. “While very intuitive, 
Femap with NX Nastran has proved to be the most effective solution.” 
Femap, the CAE component of the UGS Velocity Series® portfolio, is an advanced engineering analysis 
environment that is both CAD and solver neutral. Small- to medium-size companies often operate in a 
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mixed CAD environment, therefore they benefit from a standalone simulation offering that can access 
data from different CAD systems.  
Femap‘s advanced functionality and full exposure to all finite element modeling entities and methods 
allows users to go beyond the modeling limits of their current tools while maintaining their current 
levels of ease of use. Femap’s depth of functionality helps users simulate real world complex 
engineering problems efficiently and accurately. Femap coupled with NX Nastran brings about a 
solution that provides the assurance and robustness of a world-class solver with a rich simulation 
environment designed specifically for engineers. 
This offer is available for a limited time. For full details, visit http://www.ugs.com/upgrade2femap 
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Zuken and PCB Libraries, Inc. Reduce Time Required to Build Surface Mount Libraries in CR-5000 
with New Land Pattern Generator to Support IPC-7351 
24 July 2007 

Zuken and PCB Libraries Inc. have launched the IPC-7351A LP Wizard for Zuken’s enterprise-wide 
scalable PCB and advanced packaging suite, CR-5000. This land pattern generator greatly reduces the 
time it takes to build a standard SMT footprint/symbol for a library part and ensures compatibility with 
the latest IPC Standard for surface mount design.  

A task that previously could take an average of 30 minutes to process, now takes less than a minute 
regardless of the complexity. It is simply a matter of selecting your desired entity from a list, copying 
component data from the manufacturer’s specification sheet, and pressing a “create” button.  

This software package consists of land pattern viewers, calculators and generators for the creation of 
CAD land patterns including pads, padstacks and footprints/symbols in SMT (surface mount 
technology) parts libraries. The generated library parts comply with the latest land pattern and surface 
mount design requirements as defined by the IPC. Using accurate data based on the IPC-7351 Land 
Pattern Standard; founded on fabrication, assembly and component tolerance based mathematic 
algorithms, users can generate highly accurate manufacturing compliant PCBs while cutting costs. As 
the created footprint is based upon the IPC-7351 specification, the LP Wizard is flexible to allow user-
specified tolerance settings and may require some additional manual editing to meet a company’s 
specific need. 

“The IPC-7351, Generic Requirements for Surface Mount Design and Land Pattern Standard, replaces 
IPC-SM-782. This new Standard represents a change in the way land patterns are defined, developed, 
and categorized. We’re pleased to be working with Zuken in a unified effort to provide their PCB 
designers with access to our IPC-7351 library and tools,” said Tom Hausherr, CEO and Director of 
Technology at PCB Libraries, Inc. 

The IPC-7351 LP Wizard application won the DesignVision 2007 Award (PCB Design Tool category) 
at DesignCon this year, judged on its innovation, uniqueness, market impact, customer benefits, and 
value to society. This tool produces accurate, high-quality land patterns from only a component 
specification sheet in a fraction of the time it takes to create a library part the traditional way. 

The LP Wizard dovetails with the free library documentation and the Viewer, both provided by the IPC 
with the IPC-7351 standard. The data entered by a PCB designer can also be shared with engineers 
throughout the organization with the above mentioned free Viewer on a project by project basis. 

http://www.ugs.com/upgrade2femap
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The IPC-7351A LP Wizard for CR-5000 is now available for purchase direct from PCB Libraries at 
$2,480. All licenses come with one year’s maintenance. For more information about the tool visit 
PCBLibraries website. 
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